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ABSTRACT 
 

 
Context: With growing number of online businesses, 
Search Engine Optimization (SEO) has become vital to 
capitalize a business because SEO is key factor for 
marketing an online business. SEO is the process to 
optimize a website so that it ranks well on Search 
Engine Result Pages (SERPs). Dynamic websites are 
commonly used for e-commerce because they are easier 
to update and expand; however they are subjected to 
indexing related problems. 
Objectives: This research aims to examine and address 
dynamic websites indexing related issues. To achieve 
aims and objectives of this research I intend to explore 
dynamic websites indexing considerations, investigate 
SEO tools to carry SEO campaign in three major search 
engines (Google, Yahoo and Bing), experiment SEO 
techniques, and determine to what extent dynamic 
websites can be made search engine friendly on these 
major search engines. 
Methods: In this research, detailed literature survey is 
performed to evaluate existing knowledge for SEO for 
dynamic websites. Further empirical experiments are 
conducted to address dynamic websites indexing 
problems; and to evaluate SEO techniques used in 
empirical experiments. 
Results: It is found that all major search engines, 
including Google, cannot fully index dynamic websites. 
I used some SEO techniques which I explored during 
this study to help dynamic webpage(s) get indexed in 
major search engines. The experiment results reflect the 
effectiveness of SEO techniques including URL 
encoding /friendly URLs on major search engines. 
Conclusions: I conclude that, dynamic websites are 
subjected to indexing related problems and require 
additional SEO efforts to appear in SERPs. Not all SEO 
techniques are equally effective on all search engines to 
improve indexing of dynamic webpage(s). Each 
implemented SEO technique has different impression 
on major search engines (Google, Yahoo, Bing, Ask, 
and AOL). As, the encoded URLs technique is effective 
on all major search engines. However, Yahoo and Bing 
prefer friendly URLs over typical URLs with 
parameters. Therefore, presentation of dynamic URL 
could be quite paying if it is needed to index dynamic 
website on search engines other than Google. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  
 
 
Internet, the global source of information has become an essential part of our everyday life, 
and is commonly used for e-commerce and social networking. Millions of people use it for a 
variety of tasks including shopping, banking, gaming, dating, online booking and social 
networking. With Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi), internet is now accessible on most of the 
mobiles and handheld devices. Therefore, many companies have rationalized their business 
processes to make everyday business convenient for their customers by providing online 
services. Online statements, online forms, bill payments and account recharging are few 
examples of this transformation. 
   According to China Internet Network Information Centre (CNNIC) statistics, 76.3% of 
users prefer using internet to access information over any other source of information [1]. 
Nowadays, many businesses rely on online advertisement and e-commerce. Websites such as 
Google and Yahoo are earning huge revenues from online advertisements. With the growth 
of online businesses, there are millions of websites uploaded on Internet and their number is 
multiplying. As a result of this increase, businesses need to compete against other online 
competitors selling similar products and services for increasing their sales figures. This has 
introduced the concept online ads and optimizations of the website for search engines.  
   People trust search engines to find a reliable business during search process; therefore, a 
search engine is a key resource to boost online businesses. Online businesses pay thousands 
of dollars to make their websites search engine friendly. comScore Inc.[17] reported that 
about 15.7 billions of searches are performed every month which is approximately 6100 
searches/sec. These figures are evidence of the integration of search engines with our daily 
lives. Search engines not only give a better contour to the internet but they have become 
biggest source of global information retrieval. With advancements in search engines, internet 
users do not bother to memorize website address/URL to extract information from a specific 
website; rather they specify explicit keywords in search engine’s search area to obtain 
desired information or to find desired website. The search process in response explores the 
entire available network resources and provides user with most related information as search 
results [1]. Google, Yahoo, Microsoft’s Bing, Ask and AOL are some of the commonly used 
search engines. 
   Search engines are software(s) working at backend of the search processes. They crawl and 
index websites and collect necessary information i.e. keywords and phrases from the 
websites. These keywords and phrases reflect what the whole website is about. Later on, this 
collected information is stored in the databases of search engines. The search results for any 
keyword or set of keywords to find information could be hundreds of pages. However, it is a 
common practice that users do not go beyond first couple of pages in search results [7]. 
   Search engines use special programs called Crawlers or Spiders that crawl and index 
websites. The Crawlers continuously explore the internet and include new websites in search 
engine databases, indexes or re-index websites accordingly. Search engines rank websites on 
basis of their content’s quality [9]; and display those websites up in search results. 
   According to statistics, search engines can index only 40% of the websites [10]. Remaining 
60% of websites are invisible to the search engines. These invisible/hidden websites includes 
dynamic websites as well [1] [4] [5] [10]. To bring those invisible websites in the search 
results require extra work to make them visible to the search engines. For dynamic websites, 
this is often done by making use of Search Engine Optimization (SEO) techniques. 
   SEO is one of the most important and leading Search Engine Marketing (SEM) activities. 
SEM as an online marketing that increase websites visibility in search engines to promote 
them [7] [13]; therefore, web developers are motivated to optimize their websites to obtain 
high ranking and improve searchability in search engines and increase business revenues. 
Online business(s), particularly shopping carts, usually use dynamic websites because they 
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need to update website contents more frequently, to include new products and manage 
shopping cart data.  
   SEO techniques are intentions to bring a website among top search results for some 
specific keyword(s). In most cases, website optimization is considered as a two step process. 
In first step, a team of developers creates a website; and in the second step website is handed 
over to SEO experts for website optimization. 
   The main motivation behind my work is to increase understanding of web developers and 
programmers about SEO; so that websites are developed with SEO perspective in mind, this 
will ultimately reduce overhead of optimizing websites after development. With the 
knowledge of SEO, the visibility of dynamic website could be improved in search engines to 
a good extent [3] [13]. I also want to divulge few myths about dynamic websites such as 
friendly URLs. Furthermore, I will explore and implement some of the practices that are 
commonly used to optimize dynamic websites to make them search engine friendly on major 
search engines (Google, Yahoo and Microsoft’s Bing). SEO is necessary to improve 
visibility of the website to improve the volume of traffic to a dynamic website by writing 
necessary code. 

1.1 Background  
 

1.1.1 Search Engines 
 

A search engine is considered as a source to promote a website and its associated business 
over internet. Search engines explore websites’ contents to gather information about a 
website. Therefore, there is a need to optimize a website to make it search engine friendly. 
This will help to bring a website in top search results. The search engine programs are called 
“crawlers”, “robots” or “spiders”. The search engines are classified into two general 
categories: Crawler-based search engines and Human-powered directories; both works in 
fundamentally different manner. 
   The crawler-based search engines typically works in three steps [8]. Firstly, They crawl 
through the website; secondly, they analyze the webpage information for a targeted URL or 
keywords, evaluate the correspondence between webpage and search criteria, then they write 
this information in specific format in its index database; Finally, they extract webpage(s) in 
response of search query, containing most relevant information, from index database. The 
final result is presented in the form of hyperlinks and precise summaries of corresponding 
websites [7]. 
   Human-powered directories rely on human review, category listing, or indexing. The site 
owner submits a short explanation of the entire website to such directories. The website 
owner is not aware which part of the submitted contents will be displayed as description in 
the final search results. The websites with valuable and meaningful contents is preferred to 
be reviewed and stored in web directory such as Open Directory, Google Directory, Yahoo 
Directory and Looksmart. Nowadays, it is common to present both human-powered-listing 
and crawler-based results. These types of search engines are known as hybrid search engines. 
 

1.1.2 Paid Result vs. Organic Results 
 
As discussed in the section 1.1.1 that hybrid search engines like Google and Yahoo presents 
two types of search results against search keyword(s). These results are categorized as “Paid 
results” or “Pay Per Click” (PPC) which is powered by “human-powered-directories”; other 
results are named as “Organic” or “Natural” results.  
   Most of search engines present paid search results at the top or right side of the Search 
Engine Result Pages (SERPs). Some search engines have their own policy to place such 
results. For instance, Google Adwords is determined by “bidding model” where businesses 
do biding for a Cost Per Click (CPC) to have their ad appearance in paid search results [3]. 
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Advertisers bid only for those keywords or phrases for which they want to have visibility of 
their website in search results (Paid Results). 
   On the other hand, Organic/Natural results deal with obtaining top placement to become 
more visible in the SERPs without paying to search engines. Such results are powered by 
crawler-based search engines. Unlike paid advertisements, web developers build up their 
websites to obtain top position in SERPs to become more visible in the Organic/Natural 
results and it is free of cost in general. Websites with unique, quality, up-to-date contents 
with more back links would have higher position in the Organic results. Long term return on 
Investment (ROI) for appearance in organic results is much more valuable than appearance 
in paid results, as searchers are more likely to click on organic results[3] [7]; therefore, 
developers tend to optimize their websites to increase their website‘s visibility in organic 
results in search engines. The creation of website for making it search engines friendly to 
acquire visibility in search engines and obtain higher place in SERPs of search engines is an 
essence of SEO. 
 

1.1.3 Static Website vs. Dynamic Website 
 
Generally, websites are classified into two categories: Static and Dynamic. A Static website 
is one that is written using HTML with some basic scripting languages such as JavaScript. 
Static webpage(s) are not drawn from a database; instead, each webpage is considered as a 
separate document. Conversely, dynamic websites are created on the fly according to 
preferences that users specify in a form or on the bases of value(s) that user selects from 
menus. In result of user selections, dynamic webpage is created by extracting data from the 
affiliated databases [6] [13]. Therefore, to modify contents of a dynamic webpage, it might 
only require updating its database records rather than changing contents on the webpage. 
Dynamic webpage(s) do not physically exist like HTML webpage(s). 
   Dynamic websites are created by using a variety of programming languages such as PHP, 
JAVA, ASP and ASP.NET with combination of HTML tag [6] [7]. Static websites are easier 
to develop and cheaper to host than dynamic websites. Static websites are preferred over 
dynamic websites when a website is small and its contents do not need to update frequently. 
Someone with basic knowledge of website development skills can easily modify the contents 
of static website. Therefore, small businesses prefer using static websites to get have web 
presence. On the other hand, dynamic websites are preferred for large businesses or when 
there is a need to change or upgrade contents of website frequently. Dynamic websites have 
some advantages over static websites. For instants, it is possible to update contents of 
dynamic website by a person with little or even no knowledge of web development and 
scripting languages [7] [13]. 
Sometimes we can judge whether webpage is static or dynamic. As a dynamic webpage have 
some special characters like “?” or “&” in their URLs.  
 
URL of a static webpage may look like this: 
http://www.yourDomainName.com/products/car-bikes.htm 
 
URL of a dynamic webpage may look similar to this: 
http://www.yourDomainName.com/products/ref=menu_4?ie=UTF8&node=8908 
 
Unfortunately, many search engines are not programmed to handle dynamic URLs [3] [7] [9] 
[13-16]. Therefore, dynamic webpage(s)/dynamic URLs are not considered as search engine 
friendly [7] [13 - 16]. 
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1.1.4 Website Indexing vs. Website Ranking 
 
As discussed in section 1.1.1, crawler-based search engines use automated programs called 
“crawler”. The crawler crawls and reads webpage(s) later stores the retrieved information in 
a summarized format in the central repository [3] [7] [9]. This is known as indexing. When a 
searcher enters a desired search term, usually a set of keywords or phrase, to find desired 
information through search engine; the search engine pulls results from indexes (search 
engine databases), in response of searcher’s provided query or keyword phrase [13]. The 
purpose behind crawling and indexing is to optimize speed and performance in finding 
relevant information for a search query.  
   Search engines can rank indexed websites only. That’s the reason that newly uploaded 
websites do not appear in search results. Crawlers visit new and already indexed websites 
periodically. The crawling period and revisit time depends upon search engine’s algorithms 
[9] [13]. The search engines assign ranks to webpage(s). It is tough science to track how 
webpage(s) are ranked. Although, a high ranked website means that it has most relevant 
information according to the specific keywords. The website with most related information 
to search query in displayed at the top in search results [7]. Web developers try to optimize 
their websites for higher ranking in search engines because higher placement of website in 
search results ultimately brings more users’ click or traffic on websites and promote 
website’s associated businesses. 
 

1.1.5 Visible Web vs. Invisible Web 
 
“Visible Web” or “Surface Web” is generally a collection of static webpage(s) that are 
connected by hyperlinks and such kind of Web is retrievable by common search engines [1-
5]. Conversely, huge collection of information that exits and accessible by via WWW but is 
not accessible through general purpose search engine is referred as “Invisible Web” [1] [3] 
[5].  
   Generally, dynamic webpage(s), video/audio clips, flash movies, and files/documents in 
non-standard formats, are considered as “invisible Web” and are not indexed by 
conventional search engines. As in case of dynamic websites, resulting webpage(s) are 
dynamically created by extracting data from the underlying databases in response of user’s 
search query. Therefore, such Web poses two problems for search engines. First, search 
engines’ crawlers cannot make the selections from menu to “construct” these dynamic 
webpage(s). Therefore, most dynamic webpage(s) are not indexed in search engines [4] [5] 
[13 -16]. Second, search engines’ spiders are not programmed to follow or index dynamic 
URLs. One reason can be that dynamic URLs may cause spiders to catch in infinite 
loop/spider trap [3] [4] [5]. As a result, a large number of webpage(s) remain invisible to 
search engines. Apart from that search engines are evolving to understand dynamic websites. 
 

1.1.6 Search Engine Optimization (SEO) 
 
When we consider website development either dynamic or a static, there is a need to 
consider all important factors that can increase traffic to the website directly or through 
search engines. More the traffic, higher the website ranking would be and higher the sales 
figure would become. It is a common practice that developers use several ways to create eye-
catching and mind-blowing effects on the websites to make them look appealing and 
attractive to the website’s users, but owner of website cannot get anything out such website, 
if user is not able to see or find the website through search engines.  
   Search engines provide us a platform to present or sell products or services, and SEO 
techniques help to promote businesses through the search engines. At the same time, a search 
engine facilitates the end user to search what they are interested in buying. SEO is the 
procedure of improving visibility of a websites or a webpage(s) in search engines via 
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"natural"/"organic" (un-paid) search results. SEO is an art to customize contents of a website 
to make it search engine friendly. 
   Crawler can read HTML based webpage(s) without any problem; however, dynamic 
websites/webpage(s) are not always searchable in all search engines. Google and Yahoo 
considered as most prevalent search engines for searching and indexing the web. On the 
other hand, it is either inexistent or far from perfect to search and index dynamic webpage(s) 
[6] [7] [12-16]. This is developer’s responsibility to make dynamic websites search engine 
friendly or searchable for search engines. SEO techniques for dynamic web applications 
require little extra programming knowledge about search engine’s behavior. Most of today’s 
websites tend to include dynamic contents because dynamic websites are easy to update and 
manage using Content Management Systems (CMS). E-commerce websites, blogs, and 
forums are based on CMS.  
   Google claims that it has made some progress to deal with dynamic websites or dynamic 
URLs [14]. On the other hand, about 34% searchers are relaying on search engines other 
than Google. Not all search engines are programmed to crawl and index dynamic URLs [6] 
[13-16]. Therefore, dynamic websites require some extra endeavor to optimize and make 
them search engine friendly. Online businesses can be promoted by optimizing websites for 
Yahoo, Microsoft’s Bing, Ask and AOL. Common SEO techniques used to optimize static 
website might not enough to optimize dynamic websites.  
   There are several known SEO techniques to optimize dynamic websites for common 
search engines. One practice to optimize dynamic websites is to develop static webpage(s) 
equivalent to each dynamic webpage(s) and by keeping them on website [12]. URL rewriting 
is another approach to avoid dynamic /complex URLs related problem. The URLs are 
rewritten by removing parameters and special characters which are problem for the search 
engine’s spiders to read and index them [11]. Submission of crawler webpage(s) is another 
useful approach to improve visibility of dynamic webpage(s) [10]. 
   In this research work, I will discuss how one can develop search engine friendly website. 
The targeted websites are developed using PHP and are dynamic in nature. I will also discuss 
several SEO techniques that could be used to make dynamic websites search engine friendly 
for Google, Yahoo and Microsoft’s Bing. Another aim of my research work is to improve 
developers’ knowledge of SEO when building simple CMS driven website without strange 
looking URL which search engine encourage to crawl. Further, using empirical study I will 
try to show to what extent these SEO techniques are effective to promote dynamic websites 
on Google, Yahoo and Microsoft’s Bing to get added revenues. The process of applying 
SEO techniques would needs to invest time and money, but it will yield added revenues for 
businesses in return. Additionally, I will explore available useful tools for SEO to make SEO 
processes efficient and effective. 

1.2 Related Work 
 
Now a day, Dynamic websites are commonly used in e-commerce; however, dynamic 
websites are subjected to indexing and ranking related problems. Google claimed in late 
2008 that it has made some progress to index and crawl dynamic websites and can treat 
dynamic website as good as static but current research reflects that Google still have problem 
to index dynamic websites[3] [13]. A number of researches have been done to address this 
issue. Unfortunately, not any previous researches completely address the issue. Most of 
studies done until now cover only improvement of ranking problems on Google. 
Nevertheless, Yahoo and Bing are also prominent search engines but they are still not able to 
crawl and index dynamic websites [7] [15-16]. Both search engines are growing day by day 
and they are considerably competitor of Google.  
   E. Enge et al. [7] and J. L. Ledford et al. [13] stated in their research works that dynamic 
websites’ URLs are not search engines friendly; because, many search engines are not 
programmed to handle dynamic URLs. Therefore, dynamic webpage(s)/dynamic URLs are 
not considered as search engine friendly. J. L. Ledford et al. [13] says that use of SEO 
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techniques can improve visibility of dynamic website; also SEO techniques could help to 
solve indexing problems in search engines to a good extent. 
    C. Duda and G. Frey [12] presented a model of AJAX search to reflect indexing of AJAX 
application. The proposed demo presents the possible stages for AJAX search engine i.e. 
crawler, indexer and query processor. The research aimed to reflect the problems and 
challenges as well as solutions for indexing/ranking of AJAX based application. 
   N. Nazar [9] has worked to explore SEO techniques for Web2.0 websites. The main focus 
of study was to improve ranking of Web2.0 websites. Though, his work is limited to explore 
problems related to CMS system which generate AJAX based dynamic website. Moreover, 
his work was mainly focused to enhance the capabilities of exiting CMS. His research was 
limited to improve ranking on Google. 
   A. Pirkola [10] also worked to explore effectiveness of different search engines to index 
domain names from different countries. Her research was aimed to explore effectiveness of 
indexing on US based search engines i.e. Google, Live search, Virgilo, Voila and www.fi. 
  G. Rogan [8] also worked to determine the effects of SEO methods for improvement of the 
ranking of websites. He identified some SEO methods by performing case studies on 
different websites to explore the effectiveness of indentified methods for better ranking on 
search engines. His research work was aimed to improve ranking of websites on Google 
search engine. 
   J. Köhne [6] developed a model for resolving crawling/indexing issues of a specific CMS 
generated dynamic website. His research work identified some problems like parameters in 
URLs, keywords and site structures. He developed a model to resolve these issues to 
improve crawling and indexing of dynamic websites in Google. 
   Most recently, Dr. K. Baskaran and R. Vadivel [11] worked to implement SEO techniques 
on static as well as dynamic websites. Their focus of research work was to generate friendly/ 
clean URLs for Model View Controller (MVC) web applications. Their focused of research 
was to explore the consequence of some SEO techniques for making cleaning dynamic 
URLs to make them keyword oriented. Moreover, they worked to explore implementation of 
URL rewriting and redirecting by using ASP.Net. 
   The above mentioned related works mainly focused to improve ranking of websites or by 
keeping some kind of dynamic contents of website in mind. However, I aim to explore the 
indexing related problem of dynamic websites and explore SEO techniques to improve 
indexing of dynamic websites. Furthermore, the focus of my study in not only limited to 
Google; but, I will also try to explore SEO techniques to improve indexing of dynamic 
websites in Yahoo and Bing. 
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2 PROBLEM DEFINITION 
 
 
This chapter aiming to outlines the problem domain, aims, objectives, and constraints of this 
research work.  

2.1 Problem Outline 
 
Websites’ visibility in search engine plays a major role in promoting online businesses; 
therefore, web developers are motivated to optimize websites to obtain high ranking and 
visibility in search engines to increase business revenues. Dynamic websites are not 
considered as search engines friendly for most of prominent search engines like Yahoo and 
Microsoft’s Bing [3] [6] [14] [15] [16]. They are still not perfect to crawl and index dynamic 
webpage(s) [7]. Google and Yahoo are considered as most prevalent in searching web. 
Among other search engines, Google’s crawler is recognized as rather precise at finding 
dynamic webpage(s), images, and other types of static content on the web. On the other 
hand, the contents of dynamic websites are stored in the databases and have no fixed 
addresses or URLs. Therefore, Most of search engines (including Google) are either 
inexistent or far from perfection for searching dynamic webpage(s) [12] [13]. 
   Google claimed in late 2008 that it has made some progress to index and crawl dynamic 
websites and can treat dynamic website as good as static one [14]. Now the question is: how 
much progress have been made to cope with dynamic website indexing issues? Further, a 
comScore’s statistics report says that 34% of people rely on search engines other than 
Google. Yahoo and Microsoft’s Bing comes at 2nd and 3rd position for covering search area 
and searcher preferences [17]. These search engines are not able to index dynamic webpage 
perfectly and recommend to avoid dynamically generated URL [3] [12] [15] [16]. 
 
Thus problem can be defined as:  
 
It is not yet known, that how much progress has been made by three major search engines 
(Google, Yahoo and Microsoft’s Bing) for indexing dynamic websites? Although Google 
claims it has made good advancements in indexing dynamic websites and suggests not 
performing common known optimization techniques called URL rewriting. There is a need 
to know, is it possible to improve visibility of a dynamic website in Google by applying 
some SEO techniques to make dynamic websites search engine friendly? Also, that would 
SEO techniques affect visibility of dynamic website in Yahoo and Microsoft’s Bing? 
Moreover, to what extent SEO techniques make dynamic websites search engine-friendly 
with regards to the three major search engines?  

2.2 Objectives and Goals 
 
The main aim of this study is to analyze and explore the SEO techniques to make dynamic 
websites search engine friendly on three major search engines (Google, Yahoo and 
Microsoft’s Bing). For this purpose, I will be performing some experiments on dynamic 
website by applying different SEO techniques to make it search engine friendly on Google, 
Yahoo and Microsoft Bing. As discussed in section 2.1 that Google claims that it can deal 
with dynamic website to index and it does not have any problem with non-friendly/dynamic 
URL. Further, Google recommend avoiding conversion of dynamic URLs to friendly URLs. 
On the other hand, researchers continuously debates that search engines (including Google) 
are far from perfect to index dynamic URLs [7] [13]. Therefore, I will also perform an 
experiment to test behavior of major search engines on this controversial technique (i.e. 
conversion of dynamic URLs to search engine friendly URLs). In other words, I will 
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implement some SEO techniques to make dynamic website’s URLs search engine friendly 
and will measure how the major search engines respond for indexing webpage(s) with 
friendly URLs and with dynamic URLs. I have to attain subsequent objectives to accomplish 
my aim: 
 

• Investigate practices/SEO techniques for dynamic website to make them search 
engines friendly with regards to three major search engines. 

• Explore considerations of three major search engines for dynamic websites indexing. 
• Explore misconceptions about making dynamic websites search engine friendly with 

regards to the three major search engines. 
• To investigate useful tools for SEO promoting SEO campaign on three major search 

engines. 

2.3 Constraints  
 
When a search engine responds to a search query, it can result in hundreds of pages with 
millions of results. However, it is common practice that searchers do not go beyond first two 
or three of pages in search results [3] [7] [9] [13]. As mentioned in chapter 1 (section 1.1.3), 
top search results are taken from the websites bearing relatively higher rank. Generally, aim 
of SEO is to improve website’s visibility in search engine and obtain higher rank. However, 
my research work aim to target on the possible ways to improve indexing of dynamically 
generated webpage(s). Because In many cases, ranking takes at more than three months to 
get clear results of how successful the efforts are for improving website’s ranking in search 
engine [7] [9] [13]. Due to time constraints, I will focus only those factors which can help 
improve indexing of dynamic websites. Crawler-based search engines crawl newly built and 
already indexed webpage(s) periodically; the frequency of visits time depends upon search 
engine’s algorithm [13]. However, ranking of website can be improved steadily even after a 
site indexed by search engine spiders. I would like to mention here that I will consider 
indexing of a sample dynamic websites only on Google, Yahoo and Microsoft’s Bing. But, I 
will also present indexing responses of other search engines i.e. Ask and AOL on my sample 
websites. 
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3 RESEARCH APPROACH  
 
 
This chapter aims to describe the motivation of research work, research questions and 
implementation of research methods. 

3.1 Motivation and Research Questions  
 
It is believed that an appropriately indexed website has better chances to obtain better rank in 
search engines [7] [9] [13]. A beautiful looking website that cannot appear in search results 
will fail the efforts of developer(s), because a search engine is a mean to bring a website 
(business product) to the searcher (customer). A poorly optimized website would waste all 
efforts and money to promote it; therefore, it is a one of SEO facet to ensure a website will 
be indexed and ranked properly on most search engines [3] [7] [9] [13]. 
   Based on my initial research about dynamic websites’ indexing related issues, I found that 
there are many misconceptions about the indexing of dynamic URLs and how search engines 
interpret them. Now SEO is not the process of stuffing Meta tags with carefully chosen 
keywords, and providing concise description of the webpage; rather, it is a strategic and 
sophisticated methodology. I also found that there are many contradictory views about the 
need of friendly URLs. I found this area most interesting; so I decided to perform literature 
survey and empirical research method on this topic. Current research reflects that dynamic 
websites face more indexing problems than static websites on most search engines [3] [12-
16]. Hence, I intend to address the following questions: 
 

RQ 1: What are the state-of-the-art SEO techniques for dynamic websites, and how 
are these techniques implemented within the three major search engines? 
 
RQ 2: To what extent can these state-of-the-art SEO techniques make dynamic 
websites search engine-friendly with regards to the three major search engines?  

 

3.2 Research Methods  
 
This research work is kind of descriptive study that involves analyzing and evaluating 
exiting knowledge and practices in the field of web development, designing and 
promotion/marketing.  I will mainly focus in the area of development and designing.  
   In this research work, I will use two research methods one is literature survey [19] and 
other is empirical research method [18], to approach the two research questions addressed 
above [18].  
   RQ1 will approach through, detailed and comprehensive literature survey, aiming to reveal 
and explore the current-state-of the art for SEO techniques for dynamic websites. Further, I 
will explore three major search engines and their indexing considerations for dynamic 
websites. I will continue to perform literature survey to explore useful tools to optimize 
websites for three major search engines.  
   To approach RQ2 empirical experiments will be conducted to explore useful SEO 
practices/techniques to make dynamic websites search engines friendly. These practices will 
be practically applied to a PHP based websites that I will be using to do programming 
experiments to make dynamic webpage(s) search engine friendly. I will not be writing code 
from scratch to keep my focus on SEO techniques; instead, I will be customizing pre-written 
code for a dynamic website. The results will help me to evaluate the SEO techniques and to 
find best practices to make dynamic website search engine friendly on three major search 
engines. From the results of empirical experiments, it will be easy to determine the extent to 
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which a dynamic website can be optimized to make it search engine friendly. Empirical 
experiment will be conducted in methodological and logical manner on the based on 
statistical and empirical analysis of collected validated data. 

 
 

 Literature Survey 

 Empirical Research Method 
(Experimentation) 

RQ 2 

RQ 1 

Discussion and Conclusion 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1 Research Methods 

 
3.3 Hypotheses Formulation 

 
I formulated the following hypotheses to answer the experimental based RQ 2 of my thesis. 

Null Hypotheses: 

H01: Dynamic websites do not require search engine optimization (SEO) since three 
major search engines are equipped to index them as it. 

H02: SEO techniques do not make significant difference in indexing dynamic 
websites on three major search engines. 

Alternative Hypotheses: 

H11: Dynamic websites require search engine optimization (SEO) for three major 
search engines to properly index them.  

H12: SEO techniques make significant difference in indexing dynamic websites on 
three major search engines. 

Given hypotheses will allow me to make some conclusion about indexing dynamic websites 
on three major search engines. H01 counter H02. H02 will be evaluated only when H01 be 
rejected. 
   During experiments, I will apply few SEO techniques in order to study targeted search 
engines’ behaviors to index dynamic websites. This will include techniques that are common 
to both static and dynamic websites. If I will be able to prove alternative hypothesis (H11) 
this can be proved that three major search engines, are not equipped to properly handle 
dynamic websites. So there is a need to make dynamic websites search friendly to make 
them visible in search results Further to determine to what extent it is possible to make a 
dynamic websites search engine friendly, I will examine search engines’ response towards 
friendly URLs.   
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4 LITERATURE SURVEY 
 
 
Literature survey consists of two main elements: literature search and literature review. 
These are essential parts of research process [19]. Literature Survey is mainly based on 
academic publications and relevant books. The topics of literature surveys are selected to 
support research work to gather relevant information regarding practical work done in 
relevant study area. Main purpose of literature survey is to familiarize researchers with main 
concepts, methods, and applications. This knowledge gives context and rationale to 
researcher’s work. 
   In this chapter, literature review of relevant research work is presented. The Objective of 
this study is to review the exiting knowledge and empirical evidences regarding current 
state-of-the-art of SEO techniques for dynamic websites, and how these techniques are 
implemented for the three major search engines. To summarize, synthesize and critique 
literature material, I used literature survey methodology. In addition to that I used literature 
study for dynamic websites and SEO techniques. I particularly explored literature regarding 
SEO techniques that can improve dynamic website’s visibility in major search engines, and 
other related concepts that used and referred in this research study were also considered. 
 
The process of literature survey can be identified by splitting it into following steps:  

 
• Identify main issues 
• Select source of information 
• Search/Refine searched material 
• Summarize/Synthesize/Critique of search material 

 
In this literature study, a thorough literature search and review is performed to entailed 
available resources to answer my research question.  In first phase, I identified issue to 
approach literature search and review sources. My main focus was to find Books, research 
papers, articles, journals, conference proceedings, company white papers and reports and 
websites related to my research topic. To find related material, I approached different 
resources like ACM Digital Library, IEEE Xplore Digital Library, BTH Library, other online 
Libraries, and websites related to my research topic. I would like to mention here - Since 
search engines are playing a major role in my research work; therefore, I used official 
websites of Google, Yahoo and Bing to obtain most up to date information regarding their 
indexing consideration of dynamic website, their available SEO tools and reviewed many 
online articles from their official websites regarding my research topic. In the second phase 
of literature survey process, before utilizing the sources in literature review study, I 
summarized, synthesized and critiqued all of collected and available sources. In last phase, I 
put them these sources in my literature review study.  Following figure is representing 
literature survey process design.   
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Figure 4.1 Literature Survey Process. 
 
In this chapter, I intended to explore and emphasize the current state of the art SEO for 
dynamic websites, to explore three major search engines and their considerations for 
dynamic websites indexing; and eventually to investigate useful tools to optimize websites 
for these major search engines. 

4.1 Search Engine Optimization (SEO) Techniques 
 
The search engines are kind of platform for virtual marketplace for the potential buyers and 
sellers. SEO is all about how to optimize websites with the aim to make seller’s website 
more visible in search engines to grab the searcher’s/audience’s attention to website and 
boost traffic. Indeed, SEO is very broad term that it is almost impossible to explain, if 
someone tries to understand it at once. Overall goal of SEO is to bring website on top to 
search results (organic results) [3] [7-9] [13] [20-23]. In businesses, when website is build, 
the main goal is to divert more and more traffic to website through targeted search engines. 
  SEO techniques/strategies are thought as some key tactics and ethical steps which should be 
considered while developing websites [3] [6-9] [13]. Although, the goal to bring a website 
among top ranked websites is not a dream that will come true over night. However, SEO is a 
long term process which continues with life of websites. The SEO techniques make it 
possible to tell the targeted search engines that what your website is about; finally it gives 
you a nice way to get targeted user/customer to visit your website through search results in 
targeted search engine. 
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   Nowadays, companies develop websites and afterward they hire SEO experts to optimize 
their websites to make them search engine friendly. There is a misconception that SEO 
techniques are some magical spills that only possible to do by “SEO experts”. Unlike this 
thought, a web developer who may not be a SEO expert, but she can take care of some basic 
points during development of website to optimize her website to make them search engine 
friendly. 
   At broad level, SEO techniques are recognized as containing two main components, On-
page SEO techniques and Off-page SEO techniques [9] [13] [21] [23-26]. To be honest, both 
of them are essential and need to consider side by side for achieving goal of SEO for static 
websites as well as for dynamic websites. In my study, I am aiming to focus only dynamic 
websites crawling/Indexing issues in major search engines (Google, Yahoo, and Microsoft’s 
Bing). There are several tools provided by search engines [8] [9] [13] [20-23] [26] to analyze 
the crawling/Indexing and ranking of webpage(s). Search engines crawls the websites and 
extract information according to their own criteria; later, this information is summarized to 
save in search engine’s databases; and finally this saved information is presented as search 
result of websites in SERPs in response of searched query. Therefore, making a website to 
aid appropriate crawling/Indexing could be a positive step towards getting better ranking.  
   In the subsections below, I will describe some of useful On-page and Off-page SEO 
techniques which should be considered essentially while optimizing dynamic websites; as 
discussed in chapter 1 (section 1.1.3) that dynamic websites are not considered as search 
engine friendly like static websites for most of the search engines [6-16].  

4.2 On-page SEO Techniques 
 
On-page SEO techniques are employed on webpage(s) to optimize them to increase their 
worth in specific search engines [9] [13] [21-23]. In other words, on-page SEO techniques 
are used to optimize factors that are related to contents of each webpage (what the users/ 
searchers see on webpage(s)/websites) and structure of website (what search engines 
crawlers see on webpage(s)/website) [23-26]. These techniques mainly comprise page title, 
header tags, Meta tags, target keywords, keywords density, ALT tags, content placement, 
breadcrumb trail, URL structure and size, internal linking of webpage(s), site update 
Frequency; last but not least, sitemaps and robot.txt files. These factors are heart of on-page 
SEO techniques to make website friendly for both website’s users and search engines [13] 
[23-26]. As these techniques are important for both website’s users and search engines’ point 
of view; therefore, these techniques need to be implemented with a good care. These 
techniques put in the picture the theme and contents of targeted website. In the following 
subsections I will provide a brief introduction to the factors which should be considered 
while developing dynamic websites. 
 

4.2.1 Page Title/Title Tag 
 
Page title tag is one of the most significant tags in On-page SEO because it informs both 
search engines and website’s users about contents of particular webpage. The title tag is 
represented as <title> and it is basically a HTML code in the <head> section. It is important 
because it is used to create a string of text that appears in the top bar of Web browser. Also, 
search engines display page title as a headline- with hyperlink to enter your website- in 
search engine results. The “page title” (title tag) is essential and critical factor due to another 
reason because almost each search engine ranking algorithms consider title of webpage 
while crawling/indexing and display title in search result as well [7] [9] [23]. During search 
engine’s crawling process “page title” is a beginning point of crawlers. Moreover, searcher 
clicks on search result in search engine’s SERP if she finds headlines/“Page Title” relevant 
to their search query. Title Tag of webpage considered as major factor in on-page SEO 
because of the following prominent reasons [9] [20-26]: 
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• Search engine’s ranking algorithm expects the contents of webpage related to the title 
of webpage [7] [9]. 

• In SERPs, search engines display page title as a heading/headline in response of 
search query. The page title of webpage is displayed as text link to the website. 

• Title of page is displayed in top bar of browser window as name of the page being 
viewed by a user; thus it has an important navigational usability for users and 
browser. 

 
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) recommends that length of page title should not be 
more than 64 characters ( including spaces) because most of browsers and search engines 
truncate length of title of webpage to make it consistent to display in SERP[13] [26]. 
   The search engine spiders take contents of <Title> to determine that what the contents of 
specific webpage are expected to deliver to the end user; therefore, it is always 
recommended to use keywords in title (In the beginning of title string). Use of separators like 
“|”,”-”, and”.” is better if title is combination of more than one keyword phrases. Although, 
these separators do not work as identifiers for the search engines’ spiders, and does not bring 
SEO benefits but is increase readability of title and encourage users to click on search result 
which have readable and related title. 
   Use of apostrophe, comma and other special character should be avoided; if there is a need 
to use them it is better to use HTML code of the character to be used in the title. Not all 
search engines recognize apostrophe in the same way; it is found that Ask has problem 
searching webpage(s) against search keyword containing apostrophe in it.  
 

Page Title 

 
Figure 4.2 Example webpage shows use of page title and its appearance. 
 

4.2.2 Meta Tags  
 
Like <Title>, Meta tags are also placed in header section of a page i.e. between <head> tags 
of HTML code. Some of Meta tags are essential for having the website properly listing/ 
indexing in a search engines [9] [13] [20-23] [26]. The commonly used Meta tags are as 
follows: abstract Meta tag, keyword Meta tag, description Meta tags, expiry Meta Tag, 
distribution Meta tag, copyright Meta tag, robot Meta tag, language Meta tag. However, not 
all but some of these tags need specific attention because most of search engines consider 
them for indexing and ranking of website [20] [21] [25] [26]. The subsections will be 
provided with a few important Meta tags with some detail. 

Keyword Meta Tag 
 
Keyword Meta tag is a very important tag used by search engines to find a page for a 
searcher. It contains a series of important keywords specific webpage which ultimately 
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reflect/represent the contents of webpage. Those search engine which support Meta tags 
consider this tag for indexing of website [9] [11] [20]. 
 
Syntax of keyword Meta tag is as below: 
 
<Meta name= “Keywords” contents=”first_keyword, second_keyword, 
nth_keyword”/> 
 
Although, Google does not pay much attention to this Meta tag for ranking of webpage, 
however, search engines (including Google) consider to Mata tag for indexing  (semantic 
indexing) [7] [23-26]. 
 
Descriptions Meta Tag 
 
Description Meta tag is used to describe webpage(s) contents in short format but precisely 
containing keywords related to webpage. Some search engines use contents of description 
Meta tag as it is for indexing /listing. This tag plays a very significant role to improve Click 
Trough Rate (CTR) of website. Google Webmaster tool [34] provides some useful tips and 
cautions about using description Meta tag. Most of the search engines use the description 
Meta tag for getting insight of webpage [7] [13] [20]. Later, this snippet is used to display in 
search results. Therefore, this factor ultimately affects CTR of website.  
 
Syntax of Description Meta tag is as follows: 
 
<meta name=”description” content=”Description of webpage.”/> 
 
Some human-directories (search engines) use this description for listing of website in their 
indices. Therefore, this Meta tag important for both searcher and search engines because it 
gives a hint about website contents. 
 
Robot Meta Tag 
 
The robot Meta tag is specifically used to define rules for search engines regarding how to 
treat your webpage. The actual purpose of this tag is to guide and control crawlers for 
crawling and indexing webpage(s). The specified rules under this tag are applied to all search 
engines [7] [13] [20-23]. The multiple specifications can be provided under this tag. It may 
contain values like: 
 
Table 4.1 Robot Meta Tag values and their functionality. 
 

Values of Robot Meta Tag  Functions 
Noindex Do not index webpage. 
index(default) Index this webpage. 
follow(default) Follow hyperlinks on this webpage. 
Nofollow Do not follow hyperlink on this webpage. 
Noodp Do not use text from ODP (a.k.a. dmoz.org) to generate a title 

or snippet for this webpage. 
Noarchive Do not present “Cached” link for webpage in search results. 
unavialable_after:[date] Eliminate webpage from search results after specified time. 
 
If this tag is not used then search engines by default consider crawling and indexing of 
webpage(s). This tag is very useful when it is needed to restrict search engine(s) for crawling 
non HTML files like (image, PDF files and other kind of doc files).  
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   Sometimes website needs to have more than one version of same contents (.html, .pdf, .doc 
and print friendly version) which pose duplicate contents issue. Though, search engines are 
smart enough to find duplicate contents and index only one version but it consumes crawling 
time of a website. Fortunately, “nofollow” and “noindex” can be used to resolve this 
problem by restricting crawlers to crawl different versions of same contents. In saved 
crawling time, other important webpage(s) can be served; which ultimately improved 
indexing of website [7] [13] [22]. 
 
Syntax of robot Meta tag is as follow: 
 
<META NAME="Robots" CONTENT="INDEX,FOLLOW"> 
 
Distribution Meta Tag 
 
Distribution Meta tag is used to provide specification about the distribution of webpage(s) 
contents [20] [22]. In simple words, this tag specifies that in which areas/regions the website 
contents should be available through search engines. The contents of website would be 
available only according to the specified value under this tag. The values of this tag are as 
follows [22]. 
 
Table 4.2 Specifications that can be provided within Robot Meta Tag. 
 

Values of Robot Meta Tag Functions 
Global Available to the entire web 
Local Available to regional sites 

IU For internal use/Unavailable for public distribution 
 
Syntax of distribution Meta tag is: 
 
<META NAME="distribution" CONTENT="Global"> 

 
Expiry Meta Tag 
 
Expiry Meta tag is very important where it is needed to specify that when webpage(s) is 
needed to be remove from search engine’s indices/directory. This tag is very useful for 
frequently updated sites (i.e. news sites) to refresh search engines indices. This tag allows 
websites to get more places in search engine’s databases for indexing new/updated page 
contents [13] [20] [23]. This can be set with specific date. For instance, if this tag is provided 
with “30 September 2010” then search engines would remove the webpage from search 
engines’ indices on provided date.  
 
Syntax of Expiry Meta tag is as below: 
 
<meta name=”expiry” content=”never”/> 
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Figure 4.3 HTML code for example webpage that contains Title Tag and Meta Tags in a 

website and their appearance in Google search engine. 
 

4.2.3 Targeted Keyword  
 
The searcher enters keywords/keyword phrase in search engine’s search area to obtain 
desired information for targeted keyword. Therefore, selection and placement of keywords is 
an essential element of SEO campaign. The discovery and decision about keywords should 
be taken even before the selection of domain name; since contents, title and URL of website 
need to have sufficient keywords [7] [13] [23-26]. However, an already exiting website can 
also be optimized by investing some energy and time for discovery of keywords. The 
discovery of keywords and their appropriate use in website contents leads towards better 
indexing and later for better ranking [7] [9] [13].  
   Developers make a common mistake that they try to rank their website for single word 
instead of a chain of keywords. This leads their website towards a continuous and lose of 
traffic (i.e. lose of 80% traffic) in search engines; because only 20% of searchers look for 
single word (search term). Whereas, 33%, 26% and 21% searcher search for two, three and 
four set of keywords- respectively- through search engines [23]. 
   A common question arise in mind that what should be the keyword density of a webpage? 
Where keyword density means number of times the specific keyword appears in webpage 
contents. In simple words, it is ratio of keyword in webpage. The excessive use of keywords 
in a website/webpage sometimes becomes problematic; because, search engines would 
consider it as keyword stuffing [7] [13] [22-26]. This might cause that such website would 
not be indexed by search engines and in worst case website would be banned (search engines 
remove such website from their indices) [7] [9] [13] [25].  
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Figure 4.4 Example webpage shows keyword usage in URL, Page Title, Header and 

webpage contents. 
 
4.2.4 Header Tags 
 
Header tags are another important element of on-page SEO strategies. Those tags also exit 
inside HTML code just before <body> tag. HTML supports 6 level of heading [7] [13] [20]. 
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) can also be use to handle these tags in a systematic way. 
When search engines spiders examine webpage, they also consider text/contents under this 
tag for including into the indices. Therefore, use of keywords in header tag is important for 
crawling point of view. It allows you to provide important keywords in an appropriate way. 
All search engines consider this tag; so there is no reason to avoid them [7] [13]. The figure 
4.4 is presented in section 4.2.3 is an example of H1 Tag.  
 
Syntax of heading tag (First level heading) looks like this: 
 
<h1> most important Heading/set of keywords </h1> 
 
4.2.5  ALT Tag 
 
The use of images in websites is believed as more descriptive and eye catching than 
description in textual form. Though, user friendly contents of website might not be friendly 
for search engines; as search engines cannot access and understand every type of contents [7] 
[6] [9] [20-26]. Images are one of these troubling contents for search engines. It is always 
needed to make it sure that contents of website are also accessible and crawlable by search 
engines. It sounds simple to do this; but in fact it is not such easy to implement. As images 
are virtually invisible to search engines; although, ALT tags are helpful for making images 
visible to search engines [7] [13] [20] [21] [25]. An ALT tag is abbreviated name of 
“alternative tag”. The ALT tags are used to provide textual description of image. This textual 
description tells the search engines that what is image about. Moreover, this tag is helpful 
when user try to access your website on that browser which does not support images, then 
this textual information about picture (under ATL tag) is presented to user as an alternative 
of image. Another advantage of these tags is that it makes images searchable to search 
engines. Google’s image search feature is also based on this tag [22] [23]. 
 
Syntax of ALT tag is as follows: 
 
<img src=”image1.jpg” alt=”Description about Image goes here”/> 
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4.2.6 Internal Linking 
 
Search engines follow links on webpage(s) to discover other webpage(s) of the website [7] 
[13] [20] [23]. For this reason, developers should pay a good attention to build internal link 
structure of website. Some developers do a common mistake of hiding navigation or by 
making confusing navigations which makes website difficult to crawl and index.  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Page 5 

Page 6 
Search 
Engine 
Spider 

Page 1 Page 3 
I found page1, 2, 
3, 6...is there 
anymore?

Page 2 Page 4 

Figure 4.5 Example of problematic linking structure/internal linking of a website.  
 
This example website’s linking structure does not connect all webpage(s) of websites 
properly. It shows that “page 4” and “page 5” are not connected to any other webpage. 
Therefore, search engine’s spider has no way to reach those webpage(s). Bear in mind it 
could cause search engine spiders to leave website without indexing disconnected 
webpage(s). In essence, it is very important to take care that each desired webpage(s) of a 
website are connected with proper navigations and reachable for search engines [13] [22] 
[25]. 
 
4.2.7 Content Placement 
 
In SEO campaign, clear visibility and access to the desired contents on each webpage is not 
only desired for website’s users. Nevertheless, it is necessary to provide a good presentation 
of important contents of webpage to search engine. It would help search engines to crawl and 
index websites more effectively [7] [9]. 
   Sometimes, important contents of website which we need to get indexed are hided from 
spiders; because the desired contents are placed below in the page that might not be included 
in search engine indices. Web developers make a similar mistake that they place important 
contents in way more and more accessible for website users; though, a user friendly content 
placement might not be give you fruitful result of indexing. The placement of navigations to 
other webpage(s) in the beginning of webpage may cause spiders to switch to the next page 
and this cause spider to miss useful contents of current page [7] [13]. Therefore, it could be 
tricky to place contented on webpage in friendly way for both website’s users and spiders. 
The placement of contents that are not search engines friendly like JavaScript should not 
place in the beginning of code [7] [20]. 
 
4.2.8 Bread-crumb Trail 
 
Bread-crumb trail is a text based navigational approach. It is very helpful for both website’s 
users and spiders for returning back to the previous webpage on the navigational path of 
website [13] [23]. It allows website’s users to know where they are in the website which 
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make easier to travel through the website. Nevertheless, it makes easier for crawlers to 
examine website completely. It leads crawlers to crawl each webpage of website that is 
needed to include in SERP [9] [23]. It is also obliging to resolve duplicate webpage/contents 
issue in websites. Unfortunately, it is not ignored in most of website. 
 
Typically bread-crumb trail is written in this way: 
 
Index Page » Page1 » Sub Page 1 » Sub Page 2 » Sub Page 3 
 
Generally Bread-crumb trail are divided into three different types [23]: 
 

• Location-based bread-crumb: It informs that where webpage is located in 
hierarchy of website. 

• Path-based bread-crumb: It informs that which path has been taken to arrive at the 
current webpage. 

• Attribute-based bread-crumb: It delivers information about the category of current 
webpage. 
 

 

Level 1 Level 2 
Level 3

Level 4

 
Figure 4.6 Example of location based bread-crumb of a website. 
 
4.2.9 URL Structure and Size 
 
Static and keyword targeted URLs are considered as best for website’s users and search 
engine spiders [7] [13]; because, readable URLs reflect insight of a website. Readable URLs 
serve like a “name plate” of house which identifies the residence of the house.  
Difficult to understand URLs are often called as dirty URLs [6] [11] because they are 
composed of special characters that are irrelevant to searchers/users [7] [13] [23]. 
 
URL of a static webpage could look like this: 
http://www.Domain.com/products/car-Bikes.htm 
 
URL of dynamic webpage might look similar to this: 
http://www.domain.com/product/ref=sa_menu_lapnet4?ie=UTF8&node=5688 
 
   Unfortunately, most of the search engines’ crawlers cannot crawl dynamic looking URL 
that contains special characters (like &, %,?) or sometime avoid to crawl them [13-16] [20-
26]. Therefore, website URLs should be readable for users and structure should be well 
organized by keeping it understandable for spiders. Such static and readable URLs make 
most of search engine crawlers easy to follow and navigate website. 
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A complex and illogical URL structure compels users as well as spiders looking for 
something to struggle to discover [13]. 
Dirty looking URLs have some troubling aspects, like [7]: 
 

• Long URLs containing punctuations in them are difficult to type. 
• Long and Complex URLs are difficult to remember; as, such URLs do not provide 

any hint that what the target source contains or what function will be performed. 
Therefore, these URLs do not promote usability. 

• Dynamic looking URLs might have security risks. Such URLs have query string 
follows “?” (Question mark). These types of URLs are often modified by hackers for 
attaching the web applications. The files extensions like .pl, .asp, and .jsp etc also 
give away some important information regarding implementation of a dynamic 
website that may be hacked by hackers. 

• Dirty URLs can cause spiders to crash. Some web developers intentionally or 
unintentionally make an infinite number of requests that can catch crawlers in an 
infinite loop. This reason can cause crawler stuck on checking same webpage many 
times which is actually the same webpage with different URLs. Such websites are 
referred as spider traps. Therefore, some search engines avoid crawling dynamic 
website URLs. 

Therefore, it is recommended by major search engines to avoid complex and very long 
URL [13-16] [22]. 
 

4.2.10 Site Update Frequency 
 

Often, web developers misunderstand that On-page SEO techniques need to implement only 
once and later there is nothing to think about that again but this is not reality. There are many 
factors which need to be considered for maintenance of website contents even after website 
is index or got a top rank [7]. 
   Most of web developers like to get a deeper and frequent crawl of their websites. Search 
engines like crawling unique content [7] [13] [23] [26]. Therefore, it is fruitful to update 
website regularly and frequently by adding new webpage(s) and unique contents; because, 
this is an obvious way to attract search engines to come back for crawling your websites and 
re-index them. 
 
4.2.11 Page Compression 
 
Today, user friendly applications became more and more demanding. A user-friendly 
webpage(s) sometimes need to add a lot of images it results heavy webpage(s). Therefore, it 
has become more challenging for developers to cope with issues like large webpage size and 
load time. This factor is important for both website’s users and spider’s point of view [20-
23].    
   According to eMarketer research [9] [23], 16% users leave the webpage if it takes longer 
than 10 seconds to open. It can even loose large amount of traffic. Moreover, webpage that 
take longer time to load might not be fully cached by crawlers [7] [13] [22] [23]. In other 
words, search engines does not like to revisit and index your website if its response time is 
not good and it take much time to load webpage(s). Major search engines like Google, 
Yahoo and Bing have are some limits from for file size. 
   Fortunately, page compression tools can be used to make webpage(s) size according to 
desired size. Recently, many tools are available to compress webpage(s) size in effective 
way. Compression of images, cleaning up HTML and CSS can be implemented to reduce 
webpage size [20] [22]. 
   Apache allows using GZip compression for PHP files; it allows compressing .css and .js 
files with minimum code. It is possible to apply do GZip pages with few lines of code in 
.htaccess file and php files itself. 
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Using GZip Compression on PHP page: 
 
Update .htaccess and add following lines to it: 

# ---------------------------------------------------------- 
#  GZip for compression 
# ---------------------------------------------------------- 
 
php_flag zlib.output_compression On 

 
Include following php code lines in the beginning of the page: 
 

<?  
if (substr_count($_SERVER['HTTP_ACCEPT_ENCODING'], 
'gzip')) ob_start("ob_gzhandler"); else ob_start();  
?> 

 
Applying GZip Compression on CSS and JS files: 
 
It is possible to apply GZip compression on CSS and JS files using few lines of code. If 
Apache supports GZip compression then few lines of code can decrease the size of page by 
80%. When using GZip compression, page inflation is performed by the browser after page 
is loaded; therefore, it is necessary the browser supports the GZip compression (New 
browsers are equipped with this utility). Add following code line at the beginning of CSS/JS 
file and save CSS/JS file as PHP file for example CSSFileName.css.php (for CSS file) and 
JSFileName.js.php (for JS file).  

CSS: 

<? php header("Content-type: text/css"); ?> 
 

JS: 
<?php header("Content-type: text/js"); ?> 

 
Now these files will be included in the php files header in a different format, as shown 
below: 
 
CSS: 

<link href="path/CSSFileName.css.php" rel="stylesheet" 
type="text/css" /> 

 
JS:  

<link href="path/JSFileName.js.php" type=" text/javascript" /> 
 
There are some online tools that allow determining webpage load time and also determine if 
a page has any compression performed on it such as dnsqueries.com/en/check_http_gzip.php 
and gidnetwork.com/tools/gzip-test.php. 
 

4.2.12 Search Engine Essential Files  
 
There are two essential files in SEO campaign: sitemap and robot.txt. These files are not 
only important for search engine spiders but also play a significant role for website’s users to 
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access website contents [7] [13] [22]. These files play vital role to direct search engines on 
websites. These files become more significant for large websites and dynamic websites. The 
section below is presented with some brief description of search engine essential files. 

Sitemaps 
 
Generally, there are two types of sitemaps [22]. They are known as HTML sitemaps and 
sitemap.xml [27]. Sitemaps become more necessary if websites are large and dynamic. 
Search engines discover webpage(s) from other already indexed websites linking to your 
website; through internal linking and navigations of website. However, sitemaps also inform 
the search engines’ crawler about the webpage(s) which might not be discovered directly [7] 
[23]. Previously, sitemaps were used only for website’s users to provide navigation to the 
important webpage(s) of website. Today, sitemaps are used both for crawlers and website’s 
users to inform them about important webpage(s) of website in the form of list of webpage(s) 
on website. The section below is provided with a brief description of each of these sitemaps. 
 

• HTML sitemaps 
 
Traditional sitemaps are known as HTML sitemaps. Previously, they were designed to 
facilitate website’s users to make their access easy on important webpage(s) of website [7] 
[9]. These sitemaps are HTML listing of webpage(s)-often in section-with the intention to 
help the website’s user to find desired information through them [23]. Traditionally, search 
engines also relied on text-based sitemap (HTML sitemaps) [7]. Usually, they are presented 
as bulleted, outlined linked with anchor text to each webpage of website (or some of 
important webpage(s) of website). Although, sitemaps do not promote ranking of a website 
but they allow search engines to find desired webpage(s) easily and effectively for crawling 
an indexing. 
 

• sitemap.xml 
 
Google launched “Sitemap 0.84 Protocol” in 2005 which would be using sitemap of XML 
format Google’s XML sitemap was designed for search engine crawlers to help them in 
finding data more efficiently and faster. The XML sitemap was designed in response of 
larger and complexly structured website’s indexing problems [22]. The Google’s XML 
Sitemap in now updated to XML Sitemap Protocol 0.9 and it is jointly supported by 
www.sitemaps.org [22] [27]. Recently, Yahoo, Bing, Ask and AOL had also agreed to 
support the XML protocol. This shared recognition of XML sitemap Protocol gives 
advantage of creating single sitemap for all search engines (Google, Yahoo, Bing, Ask and 
AOL). 
 
Sitemaps are obliging in following conditions [7] [9] [23]: 
 

o If website is large and containing dynamic contents. 
o If website is new and does not have enough linking websites (external links) to it. 
o If webpage(s) of website are not linked properly to each other (internal linking) i.e. 

broken links. 
o If website has some webpage(s) that cannot be discovered by search engines 

crawlers directly. Especially, if website has some Flash or AJAX featuring 
webpage(s).  
 

Recently it is possible to place a single line in robot.txt (robot.txt is discussed in next 
section) to inform all search engines about location of XML sitemap of website [23]. 
Example statement which is needed to write in robot.txt is shown below: 
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Sitemap: http://www.domainname.com/sitemap.xml  
 
The XML sitemap must include following elements [27]: 
 

o Start with <urlset> . 
o Close with </urlset>. 
o Specify namespace between <urlset> and </urlset> tags (which are set of rule). 

Namespace is preceded with “xmlns” which shows that it is as XML namespace. 
o <url> tag is included as entry for each URL ( top level in webpage(s)) as a parent 

XML tag. 
o <loc> tag is included as entry for child for each <url> parent tag. 

 
However, remaining tags are optional. An example code for sitemap.xml is provided below 
[27]: 
 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<Urlset 
xmlns="http://www.sitemaps.org/schemas/sitemap/0.9"> 
   <url> 
      <loc>http://www.domainname.com/</loc> 
      <lastmod>2010-12-02</lastmod> 
      <changefreq>weekly</changefreq> 
      <priority>0.7</priority> 
   </url> 
</urlset>  

 
Search engines like Google and yahoo provide facility to generate XML sitemap 
automatically [7] [20-23]. There are also some 3rd parties’ sitemap generation tools. 
However, Google tool provides some additional functionality like detects updates in website 
and monitor website traffic automatically. 
 
robot.txt 

 
Another essential file which is purely developed for search engines is known as robot.txt 
[22] [23]. All reputable search engines’ crawlers honourably follow robot.txt file of websites. 
This file is used to restrict search engine spiders from crawling or indexing some non 
necessary webpage(s) to save crawling and indexing time. As every time Search engine 
spiders come for crawling website content and bring some budget in form of number of 
webpage(s) to crawl/crawling time. Therefore, robot.txt file can lead to better indexing 
because in some cases it could be a better idea to restrict search engine bots from crawling 
image directory of website, as it will be wastage of website bandwidth and crawling time [7] 
[13] [23]. Moreover, it works like a tool which can be used to restrict spiders from indexing 
those contents of website which you do not want to present publically in search results. As a 
developer, we can have little more control over search engine’s robots that they are allowed 
to do on website. In order to use this valuable file, it is required to have access to the root of 
domain. File name should be the same as “robot.txt” (with all lower case). It allows you stop 
specific search engine from crawling some specific webpage(s) [7] [20] [22].  
 
Syntax of basic robot.txt file is as follows [22]: 
 
User-agent: * 
Disallow: / 
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The declaration above stated “*” with User-agent, which is restricting all search engine not 
to index any of webpage. 
 
User-agent: 
Googlebot 
Disallow: / 
 
The declaration above will disallow/restricts Google crawler (Googlebot) from crawling and 
indexing entire website contents. 

4.3 Off-page SEO Techniques 
 
Off-page SEO techniques are those strategies that are nothing to do with contents of website. 
Unlike On-page SEO techniques, these strategies are done offsite and usually these are not 
visible on website [13] [21] [24]. Mainly, off-page SEO techniques are applied after 
implementation of On-page SEO techniques for improving website ranking [9] [23-26]. The 
process of applying off-page SEO techniques on website are not performed at once. Though, 
these techniques are applied gradually for better and long term result for ranking of website 
and for driving targeted traffic to your website [23]. Some elements of Off-page SEO 
techniques have important role for improving crawlability/Indexing of websites. In section 
below, I will discuss some of Off-page SEO techniques which should be considered for 
effective crawling and indexing of dynamic websites. 
 
4.3.1 Directory Submission 
 
The submission of websites to directories is one of a good way to get crawling on targeted 
website frequently as well as for getting fruitful traffic from directories [20] [22]. As I 
described in section 1.1.1 that directories allows submitting websites. These directories 
organize the submitted link into different categories and sub-categories. Although, there is a 
small number of people who prefer to find information through directories, but still they are 
good source to get traffic from directories when website is new and does not have much 
links to it [22] [23]. Moreover, search engine consider a website valid for crawling if it is 
found in directories rather than that if it found on irrelevant/poorly ranked website. Most of 
directories are free and allow deciding anchor text (section 4.3.2) of your choice to your 
website. 
 
4.3.2 Anchor Text  
 
Anchor text is a linked/hyperlinked text appears in the webpage which can be link to other 
website or another webpage of the same website. From anchor text both website’s user and 
search engines get the relative information about destination webpage [7]. Generally, it is 
appear as underlined text and mostly in blue color.  
 
Syntax example of anchor text is as follows: 
 
<a href=”http:/www.freeCDDownloader.com”>For Free CD Download </a> 
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Anchor Text to open 
another webpage 

 
Figure 4.7 Example of Anchor Text in a webpage. 
 
The anchor text reflects the targeted webpage/website contents. If anchor texts of website 
lead to related contents it results positive effect on the website impression to the search 
engine; conversely, if it leads to unrelated contents can be bad impact on website [13]. 
Therefore, use of targeted keyword or keyword phrase in anchor text is always a better 
option. But, there need to use that optimally by keeping keywords frequency and density in 
mind.  
 
4.3.3 Link Building 
 
Links building is very important element of off-page SEO techniques. During 
implementation of on-page SEO techniques, link structure mostly has out-bound links 
(which connect/link target website to other related and quality websites). These linking 
websites bring traffic to target website and bring positive effects on ranking of the website 
[7] [9] [13]. However, later during implementation of off-page SEO techniques outbound 
and inbound both types of links are built gradually. A successful link structure may take 
months [7] [22] [23]. There are not hard and fast rules that how many links are needed to get 
top ranking. The important thing that should be considered that target website is linking to 
quality websites (websites with high ranking). Reputed link (with better ranks) effect 
positively on another website and bad links can diminish website ranking [7] [9] [23] [26]. 
Therefore, this factor needs a good care to keep track of linking websites ranks, because a 
banned website (which is removed from search engine indices due to applying spamming 
tricks) can offer very bad effects on its linking websites (neighbor websites). The quality 
inbound and outbound links are good will be far more beneficial and successful. Another 
plus point for website linking to your website is that when ever spider aims crawling linking 
websites and it finds your website for crawling too [13] [20] [23]. Links building is 
categorized into two types of groups called as one-way link building (non-reciprocal linking) 
and two-way link building (Reciprocal linking). One-way link are those link which exit in 
target webpage but that link is not linking back to the target webpage; vice versa is called 
two-way linking [13]. Both types of link are important in Off-page SEO strategies.  
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Figure 4.8 Example of one-way and two-way linking of websites. 
 
4.3.4 Forums and Blogs 
 
As search engine spiders like to crawl websites with unique and fresh contents. Therefore, 
frequently and regularly updated website contents ultimately results better indexing and 
ranking. Creation of blogs and forums allow website’s users to enter comments and response 
against your website services and products [7] [20]. This feature allows website’s users to 
come back to your website. This is beneficial in two different ways. First it increases website 
traffic. Secondly, it keeps webpage content fresh and updated which boosts crawling and 
ranking. 
 
4.4 Important Design Considerations for Search Engine 

Friendly websites  
 
The following section discusses some of the elements which become a need of website when 
it is needed to make easy navigation as well as easy interaction with website. On the other 
hand, these elements can cause obstacles in the attempt towards usability and their search 
engine friendliness of website [7] [13] [20] [22] [23]. For those reasons, they need attention 
to optimize them if it is obliging to use elements in website design. 
 
4.4.1 Optimizing Frames 
 
Frames in website facilitate website’s users to see/find contents of several webpage(s) on a 
single (current) webpage; this feature reduces trouble of following links; moreover, a deep 
hierarchy to read target page might risk that website’s users will come back to the current 
page. In contrast, use of frame in webpage gives tough time to search engines spiders; as, 
frames do not correspond to the web’s conceptual model [7] [13] [20] [28]. Typical a 
webpage conceptually presents only one URL. Conversely, webpage that contains iframes or 
frames aims to display contents of more than one URL (one URL for each frame) inside a 
single webpage. This problem pose poor impact on webpage indexing; because, search 
engine spider cannot follow frames contents and it might miss important contents (webpage) 
within frame(s) [20] [28].  
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Frame 1: Contents 
of webpage1 

Frame 2: Contents of 
webpage 2  

Frame 3 : contents of  
webpage 2 

URL  

 
Figure 4.9 Example webpage that is using three frames to present 3 different webpage(s) 

contents to search engine against a single URL [28].  
 
This example webpage aim to display contents from three different webpage(s); therefore, a 
single webpage URL is displaying content from three different webpage(s).  
Google considered as rather smart for handling different types of web. It claims that 
Googlebot can handle “frames” and “iframes” but they do not guaranty that to what extent 
they have their grip to cope with frames [28] [30]. Therefore, search engines recommend 
avoiding frames in websites. Moreover, a website using frames often pose display problem 
for browser that does not support frames. 
   If there is no other way to avoid frames then search engine recommends using alternative 
of framed webpage(s). The alternative of framed webpage(s) is <noframe> tag that should 
contain exactly same contents of <frame>; otherwise, website might be consider to spammed 
by search engines [22] [28]. Search engines follow <noframe> tag and ignore actual frames. 
As <noframe> tag present a standalone webpage against each link/URL of frame; but it may 
cause navigation problem if that each webpage does not has link back to the home page. 
Moreover, it can cause search engines and user the no way back to the navigational 
page/home page. This might results that site will not be properly indexed by crawlers. 
However, a little effort can be made for optimizing framed website friendly for search 
engines; and accessible on browser that does not support frames [28].  
 
Syntax of “frames” website and alternative “noframe” syntax of same website is provided 
below [28]: 
 
Frame Code Noframes Code 
<HTML> 
<Head> 
<Title>Title of page goes 
here</Title> 
</Head> 
<Frameset> 
     <Frame SRC-
“navigations.html”> 
     <Frame SRC-
“detail_page.html”> 
        </Frameset> 
</HTML> 

<HTML> 
<Head> 
<Title> Title of page goes 
here</Title> </Head> 
<Frameset> 
    <Frame SRC-
“navigations.html”> 
    <Frame SRC-
“detail_page.html”></Frameset>
<noframes> 
Alternative of frames Code 
/HTML code 
</noframes> </HTML> 
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4.4.2 Optimizing Forms 
 
Currently, a large number of businesses rely on online buying, registration for 
products/services or ordering of product. Forms are popular mean of to provide interaction 
with websites. “Contact Us” is a simple example of webpage with form. Website’s users 
need to fill out and submit forms. Later, on bases of filled form the resultant webpage is 
generated.    
   Unfortunately, conventional search engines’ spiders cannot fill those forms [13] [20]. As a 
result, contents behind these forms remain inaccessible to the spiders. The contents of 
resultant webpage of formed webpage might be important to index.  
Search engines recommend optimizing forms in two different ways i.e. by providing text link 
to the contents behind the login form (only for spiders). Other way is to implement “First 
Click Free” (FCF) [22] [29]. 
   The FCF allows presentation of restricted contents in search index. It can be implemented 
in a way to allow searchers to see complete contents even they are registered or subscribed. 
However, when user clicks on original content it could ask for registration in an honorable 
way. Many famous websites being use this way to index hidden form’s contents by search 
engines [7]. Google claim that it can fill forms but it still recommends that do not present 
registration forms to Googlebot instead make use of FCF for allowing crawlers to access 
restricted webpage(s) [29]. 
 
4.4.3 Optimizing Flash and JavaScript 
 
The use of Flash and JavaScript is very popular among website developers. Flash is used to 
create animated graphics. Web-developers most likely use them to make their website 
attractive [13]. Sometimes, developers use Flash and JavaScript to create navigations which 
is not good for crawlers’ point of view; because, Flash and JavaScript are troubling format 
for crawlers [7]. Flash navigation is not spiderable and results with the problem to crawl 
other webpage(s). Moreover, a website that heavily relays on Flash may cause website’s user 
irritated; since, it take enough time to open webpage with excessive Flash items [7] [13] [22] 
[23]. 
Better option is to entirely avoid using Flash but sometimes websites’ owner wants to have 
them in her website. Though, Flash can be coded in HTML [13]. It is possible to cope with 
this problem in favor of site owner, website’s users and crawlers by making different layers 
of such webpage i.e. one layer visible for website’s users, layer visible for search engine or 
browsers not capable to execute flash (mobile browsers). It is implemented by using 
<noscript>[13] [22]. However, <noscript> can be spammed by search engine if it not 
properly used. It is needed to take care to use same content for each layer (spider-visible 
layer and website’s user-visible layer) [7]. 
Search engines completely avoid JavaScript to crawl; although, <noscript> is helpful 
because it gives alternative contents to search engines against JavaScript. 
 
Syntax of noscript is as follows: 
 
<html> 
<head> head goes here</head> 
<body> 
<script type= “txt/JavaScript”> 
document.write(“This is scripting world”) 
</script> 
<noscript> Alternative of Script goes here”> 
</noscript> 
</body> 
</html> 
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Flash based webpage design need careful attention because too heavy webpage might not 
please website’s user and search engines. In newer version of Flash, it is considered to make 
Flash contents discoverable to spiders [20] [22]. 
   Another way to optimize webpage with Flash is to provide alternative HTML webpage 
against flash webpage. This solution will be rewarding in two ways. First, alternative 
webpage (HTML based webpage) will satisfy website’s user; who does not like heavy 
Flashed webpage. On the other hand, search engine spiders would prefer crawling HTML 
version [22]. No matters that it need more work to do but it would rewards with better 
crawling. Recently, there are some tools (like swf2html) available to generate text against 
Flash content and links for Flash file [7]. 
 
4.5 Encoding URLs for Dynamic Websites 
 
URLs are entering door to webpage for search engines and website’s users. Therefore, SEO 
experts/web developers are convinced to optimize URLs by making them short, simple and 
readable for both website’s users and search engine point of view. The optimization of URLs 
become more desirable and challenging in case of dynamic websites/webpage(s) because 
conventional search engines cannot interpret complex URLs with special characters [7] [13-
16]. There are some techniques for URL rewriting and redirecting these important to 
consider for both static and dynamic websites under some circumstances [7]. The subsection 
below is provided with the brief details of some technique for URL encoding. 
 
4.5.1 Redirecting 
 
Redirecting becomes necessary when contents of one website/webpage are moved to other 
location i.e. website/webpage [7]. For instance, when contents of webpage  
http://www.domainName.com/old-page.html has been moved to new webpage 
http://www.domainName.com/new-page.html. Though, use of redirects indicates both web 
browsers and search engine spiders that content will be fetched from new URL. Whenever, 
old webpage (old-page.html) be followed, it will be redirected to new webpage (new-
page.html). Without redirects both website’s user and search engine crawler will get 404 
error (Page not Found Error). The page not found error will result the loss of traffic of 
website. Moreover, this problem restricts search engines to find your webpage contents. In 
SEO campaign this problem can be quite paying in both cases. Therefore, redirecting is 
important to tell crawlers and website’s users that where contents are moved for linked URL. 
Redirects can be used in websites in the following situations [7] [22]: 
 

• Hosting company is changed. 
• CMS is changed. 
• Old contents that are expired can be move to new. 
• Site has broken links but has traffic and other links. 
• Needed to implement canonical redirects (robot.txt is discussed in section 4.2.12). 
• Contents of target URL are moved to other URL for some reasons. 
 
There are many ways to implement redirects. Generally they are divided into two main 
categories to direct crawlers, human and browsers to the new location (URL). 
 

301 (permanently move) 
 
This type of redirect informs both the browser and search engines that the contents of target 
resource have been permanently moved to the new location and there is no intention to bring 
them back to old location/URL.  
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302 (temporarily moves) 
 
This redirect specifies that the contents of target resource have been temporarily moved to 
the new location and that is intended to move back on original location (URL). 
   However, crawlers interpret these redirects in a different way. When a search engine spider 
finds 301 redirect, it considers passing old link’s traffic juice to the new link. Moreover, it 
will replace old link/URL with new link/URL in search engine indices. Conversely, when a 
search engine spider finds 302 redirect, it does not assume to pass link juice to the new link 
[7]. 
 
4.5.2 Methods for Redirecting 
 
Redirects can be implemented in different ways. The subsection below is presented with 
some of standard redirecting method.  
Redirecting methods vary according to web servers. Apache web server which runs on Linux 
or UNIX, redirects can be implemented by using a standard files known as .htaccess and 
RedirectMatch directives. On the other hand, web servers running on Microsoft IIS, allow to 
implement redirects by different method. A common method for redirects is employed for 
using IIS console (for Microsoft IIS) [7]. 
   However, redirecting is possible to implement directly by using PHP, ASP, JavaScript and 
Perl. In each methods one thing is always need to keep in mind that redirect method returns 
in a way that web server returns 301 or 302 (HTTP status code) [7] [30].  
The redirects that occur at page level can be implemented by Meta Tag. 
 
Syntax of Meta tag for redirect might looks like this: 
 
<meta http-equiv”refresh” content=”4”; 
url=http://www.doamin.com/new.html”/>  
 
Here “4” is specifies in first parameter of “content” that means the web server should wait 
for 4 seconds before redirecting to the new location. Search engine spider treats Meta tag 
redirects as “302 redirects”. Though, parameter value content=”0” will be treated as “301 
redirect” by search engine. 
In this research work, I aimed to work only with Apache server (PHP) language; therefore, I 
will discuss only related methods in brief detail [7].  
 
.htaccess redirects 

 
.htaccess file can be written in notepad. This file does not have name but 8 letter extension it 
may pose problem while saving file because some system like Windows 3.1 might not allow 
you save a file without name. However, this can be managed by saving file with any other 
name and upload on server later it can be rename by using FTP server. 
Example of redirects code of .htaccess file: 
 
Redirect /index.html /homes.html 
Redirect /private/ http://www.newdomain.com/private/ 
Redirect /imges/pic1.gif 
http://www.domainname.com/images/pic1.gif 

RedirectMatch 
 
This method for implementation serves and facilitates same as .htaccess does. But unlike 
.htaccess, the DirectMatch method makes use of regular expression instead of 
straightforward prefix matching [7]. The provided regular expression is matched against the 
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URL, on case of matching, the server use the new URL as file name. The example below 
shows that if it is needed to redirect all GIF to the same named JPG files on 
www.newdomain.com. 
 
The syntax of such code might be written like this: 
 
RedirectMatch (.*)\.gif$ 
http://www.new.com$1.jpg 
 
4.5.3 URL Rewriting  
 
Simple and understandable URLs convey information about target webpage contents. A 
descriptive URL of webpage could be fruitful in two other ways. At one end, descriptive 
URLs help the website’s user to get a clue that what target webpage going to deliver her. On 
the other hand, it also leads to search engine for better crawling of website. Both of these 
facts could lead website with more traffic and better crawling. 
 
URL rewriting is can be used in following circumstances [7] [22] [14] [30]: 
 

• Contents of webpage are moved from one location to another location. 
• CMS is changed 
•  Hosting company is changed 
• It is needed to make clean URL for minimizing useless parameters (session IDs) to 

avoid duplicate content issue. 
• Need to make search engine and user friendly URLs 

 
4.5.4 Method for URL rewriting 
 
There are different tools available for URL rewriting. For Apache web server, you would 
need to place “rewrite rules” in .htaccess file for URL rewriting. Conversely, for IIS server 
you would need to use ISAPI plug-in [7]. 
 
The subsection below is provided with a short description of .htaccess for URL rewriting. 
 
.htaccess for URL rewriting 
 
For URL rewriting .htaccess file will start from the following coding lines: 
 
RewriteEngine on 
RewriteBase /  
 
After this statement, rewrite rules are implemented. Like DirectMatch, it also used regular 
expression to matching [7]. The example below aims to give product name against product id 
in URL. Rewrite rule may look like this: 
 
RewriteRule ^prod/([A-Za-z0-9_-]+)\htm$ 
productpage.php?pro_id=$12) 
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4.6 Overview of Three Major Search Engines and their 
Indexing Considerations for Dynamic Websites  

 
A search engine is used frequently when someone is looking for information in WWW. 
Some search engines i.e. crawler based search engines, index most or all sites. Google, 
Yahoo and Bing are considered as major and frequently used search engines among others 
[17]. These search engines brings significant amount of the traffic to websites [6] [9]. 
Therefore, SEO efforts are commonly applied to websites by keeping these major search 
engines in mind. However, these search engines differ from each the others according to 
their algorithm and ranking factors [22] [30] [32] [33]. Google is considered as most popular 
search among all other search engines; because, it provides comparatively better search 
result and covers a vast market share [17]. Most of searchers prefer to use Google on other 
search engines when searching information through on internet [9]. The different search 
results against same search query shows that all major search engines use different algorithm 
for ranking and indexing of websites. 
   These major search engines serve more than just searching tool. They provide some extra 
features like news, mapping, and email; along with that different types of applications are 
also offered from these search engine companies. These additional features attract growingly 
amount of users to use their search engine. 
According to market research report, published by comScore, Inc. in November 2010, 
Google is at top with the explicit core search market with 66.2% market share, following by 
Yahoo! 16.4% and Microsoft’s Bing with 11.8% Ask.com captured 3.6% of explicit core 
searches, followed by Aol.com with 2.0% [17]. 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 4.10 Explicit search share of major search engines. 
 
These statistics demonstrate that Google, Yahoo and Bing cover around 94% of searcher 
preferences. My research work is aiming to explore SEO techniques for dynamic websites on 
Google, Yahoo and Microsoft’s Bing. In others words, my research work will determine 
94% of searchers which are affected by dynamic websites indexing problems in some way. 
 
The following section aims to provide overview of these major search engines along with 
their indexing considerations for dynamic websites will be provided.  
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4.6.1 Overview of Google (Search Engine)  
 

The Google search page 
URL www.google.com 
Type of search engine Crawler-based search engine 
Name of Google’s crawler Googlebot 
Owner Google Inc, US-based Corporation 

Google’s CEO Dr. Eric Schmidt 
Headquarter “Googleplex” Mountain View, California, USA 
Co-Founder Lawrence Page and Sergey Brin 
Launched on 15 September 1997 
Position among search engine’s One (1) 
Available languages 124 
 
Google began in January 1996. It was result of research project by Lawrence Page and 
Sergey Brin; two PhD students at Stanford University, Stanford, California, USA [41]. The 
name “Google” was originated from the misspelling of word “googol” which means “A very 
large number. In other words, Google means “a numeral with one hundred zeros after it” 
which was destined to indicate the amount of information the search engine was to handle. In 
the beginning Google ran under the Stanford university website, with the domain 
google.stanford.edu. The Google appeared with registered domain name on September 15, 
1997 and the company was incorporated officially on September 4, 1998.  
According to comScore, Inc. currently Google is leading search engine with the 66.1% 
market share [17].  
   Google crawler is the software that is known as Googlbot [7] [30]. It is considered as 
extremely mature in searching most kind of web [7] [22]. Googlebot algorithm determines 
that how many webpage(s)/websites would be crawled during each crawling visit [30]. 
Google does not accept payments for increasing crawling frequency. The Googlebot 
explores available websites and stores the brief description of this website in search engine 
databases (indexes). When user enters search query in search area and hit the search button 
or press enter, it provide most related search results by extracting information from indexes.    
   The relevancy of contents is determined by more than 200 factors [7] [14]. Later, Rank is 
assigned these indexed webpage(s) on bases of these factors. The search results in SERP are 
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presented according to their rank higher. Highly placed result represent that it contains better 
ranking than the result in the bottom of SERP. Googlebot can process relatively more 
number of contents than other search engines, but not all types of contents like dynamic 
websites and media files may be indexed properly [13] [14]. However, Google provide some 
guidelines that what it consider while indexing dynamic websites [14] [30] [31]. 
 
4.6.2 Dynamic websites Indexing considerations of Google (search   

Engine)  
 
In subsection below I will illustrate Google indexing considerations for dynamic website 
[22] [30] [34] [35]. 
 
Design and content guidelines  

 
• Site hierarchy: Make website hierarchy clear and ensure that each webpage (desired 

to index) is reachable for crawler(s) at least once through a text based link.  
• Ready webpage(s): Do not submit any webpage which is under construction. 
• Contents of website: Provide unique and quality contents. 
• Links on website: Links on webpage(s) (external linking websites) should be 

reasonable and relevant to contents of target website. 
• Title and Meta Description tag: Contents under Title tag and Meta Tags should 

accurately describe the contents of target webpage.  
• Images: Try use minimum number of images to describe contents of website. Use 

descriptive and reasonable names of images. 
• Navigations: Avoid using images for navigation purpose because crawler cannot 

follow image for navigations. 
• ALT Tag: Use ALT tag to describe what is image about.  
• Non-friendly Contents: JavaScript, Flash, frames, DHTML, session _IDs, cookies 

might be trouble for Google search engines to crawl them. It is recommended 
avoiding or optimizing them. 

• File Size: Keep file size reasonable. Google recommends using webpage (HTML 
based) of size 150kb. 

• Image format and size: Keep the image size extremely small for fast download 
because images highly affect file/webpage size. 

• URL structure: Keep URLs simple and smaller because it is easier to crawl. 

Technical recommendations  
 

• Make website discoverable: Submit website to Google, link it to other already 
indexed websites or submit website to directories. These factors make website 
discoverable for Google. 

• Submit Sitemap: Google asks to submit sitemap (XML sitemap) to help Google to 
find webpage(s) (desired for indexing/crawling) for better crawling results. Google 
limits that sitemap should not exceed 5000 URLs.  

• Files and directories: Keep files and images in organized way by keeping same 
types of files and images in same directories. 

• robot.txt: Make use of robot.txt to direct crawler that which directories 
should/should not be crawled. 
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• CMS: Make sure that CMS created webpage(s), contents and links are crawl-able. 
• Test website appearance: Check whether your webpage(s) appears properly in 

different types of browsers. 
• Server response: It is needed to be sure that server response is good and it does not 

respond with 400, 401 and 500 errors. Time out/ slow server offer poor effects 
indexing. 

• Page load time: Webpage load time should be as short as possible. It should not go 
over 9 second to load; because both crawling and traffic effected badly from page 
load issue. 

• Well formed HTML Tags: Make it sure that the HTML code you are using is well 
formed i.e. all paired HTML tags are closed, and correct webpage with correct 
link/hyperlink. 

Quality measures  
 

• Avoid: Clocking (do not present different contents to users and search engines), 
keyword stuffing (keyword density should be 2% to 3% of a page), bad neighbors 
(bad links) and doorway webpage(s). 

• Frequency of Crawl: Frequency of crawl also depends upon factor like number of 
parameters in URL, rank of website and links to the page. 

• Links on website: Link only those webpage(s) to website which have quality and 
relevant contents. Do not excessively link (external links) your website spider can 
consider it as spam. 

Dynamic webpage(s)/URLs considerations 
 

• Dynamic URL parameters: Google claims that it can deal with large number of 
parameters and deep webpage(s) but it recommends keeping parameter short and few 
in numbers. 

• Rewriting of URL: Try to serves dynamic URLs because Googlebot can deal with 
them. However, it is better to remove unnecessary parameters instead of making it 
static looking URLs because it is hard to manage rewriting. 

• Static link vs. Dynamic link: In some cases it is safer to present equivalent to static 
webpage(s) for dynamic webpage(s). However, other search engine are cannot 
interpret dynamic URLs; so try to make them keep URL parameters short and less in 
number. 

• Webmaster Tool: Google webmaster tool allows specifying which parameters are 
not important in dynamic URL. 
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4.6.3 Overview of Yahoo! (Search Engine) 
 

The Yahoo search page 
URL www.yahoo.com 
Type of Search Engine Crawler-based Search engine 

Name of Yahoo’s crawler Yahoo Slurp 
Owner Yahoo Inc, US-Based Co., Yahoo’s CEO is Carol 

Bartz, 
Headquarter Sunnvale. California, USA 
Co-fonder David Filo and Jerry Yang 
Launched on March 1, 1995 
Position among search engines Two (2) 
Available languages 40 
 
In 1994, Yahoo! was founded by two students, David Filo and Jerry Yang; they both were 
Ph.D. candidates in Electrical Engineering at Stanford University, California, USA [42]. 
They started their guide in campus trailer in February 1994 as mean to keep track of their 
interests on the internet. Previously, they were spending extra time on their home for 
managing lists of links. Ultimately, David and Jarry’s list turned into enormously long and 
unmanageable, and then they decided to break the list into appropriate categories. When the 
categories turn into two, they decided to develop into subcategories. That was the inside 
theory behind birth of Yahoo’s [42]. 
   According to comScore, Inc [17], Yahoo is 2nd prominent search engine with the explicit 
core search market with 16.7% market share [17]. Yahoo is also a crawler–based search 
engine. Yahoo crawler is software and it is called as Yahoo Slurp [7] [32] that works almost 
same like Googlebot. It discovered and crawled new website if they are linked on other 
indexed websites. It also allows direct submission of website. Yahoo Slurp is not mature like 
Google because it face even more problems with dynamic website [7] [13] [15] [20]; 
therefore, it provide some recommendation about optimizing websites for better indexing of 
websites [32]. 
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4.6.4 Dynamic websites Indexing considerations of Yahoo (Search 
Engine) 

 
In subsection below I will demonstrate Yahoo indexing considerations for dynamic website 
[7] [13] [15] [32] [37].  

Design and content guidelines  
 

• Site hierarchy: Hierarchy of website should be clear; so that each desired page is 
accessible by Yahoo.  

• Ready webpage(s): Present ready contents/ webpage(s) to end website’s user and 
search engines. 

• Contents of website: Contents of website should be unique and genuine with 
targeted keywords. 

• Links on website: Link on website should intended to serve people for helping to 
find interesting and related information. 

• Title and Meta Description tag: Contents used under Title and Meta tags should 
accurately describe the contents of page. Title and text in Meta Description tag should 
be between 25 and 150 and avoid using special characters in description tag. 

• Images: Yahoo cannot understand what images are about; therefore, it recommends 
using descriptive names for Image files. Make minimum use of Image try use text to 
describe contents of page. 

• Navigation: Make it sure that all desired webpage(s) have navigation with text link at 
least once to reach them. 

• ALT Tag: Use ALT tag for images to tell search engines that what is image about. 
• Non-friendly Contents: Frames, JavaScript, Flash, DHTML, session _IDs, cookies 

may be trouble for Yahoo like other crawlers to crawl them. Recommend to avoid or 
optimize them.  

• File size: Keep file size reasonable like Yahoo recommends using page (HTML 
based) of size 150kb. 

• Image format and size: keeping the file size small because they can cause page size 
heavier and slower to download. 

• URL structure: Keep URLs of webpage(s) simple and smaller because it is easier to 
crawl. 

 
Technical recommendations  
 

• Make website discoverable: Submit website to Yahoo or link it to other already 
indexed website; so website will automatically be detected when those linking 
websites will be crawled. 

• Submit Sitemap: Yahoo asks to submit site map to help it to finds webpage(s). 
Yahoo Sitemap limits up to 5000 URLs.  

• Files and directories: Keep same types of files and images in same directories; so 
that crawler would find contents easily and efficiently. 

• robot.txt: Make use of robot.txt to inform search engine that which webpage(s) 
should not crawl or index. 

• CMS: If website is CMS based make it sure that created webpage(s), contents and 
URLs are search engine friendly. 

• Test website appearance: Test your webpage(s) to check that they show correctly on 
different types of browsers. 
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• Server response: Make it sure that server does not response with 400, 401 and 500 
errors because time-out and servers’ slow response would badly affect crawling and 
indexing of website. 

• Page load time: Page should be as shorter as possible it should not go over 9 second 
to get load. Because both crawling and traffic effected badly from page load issue. 

• Well formed HTML Tags: Make it sure that the HTML code you are using is well 
formed and all tags closed at proper places. 

 
Quality measures  
 

• Avoid: Clocking, keyword stuffing (keyword density should not be 3% in body and 
15% to 20% for Meta description tags and in title tag) and bad neighbors (bad links) 
and doorway webpage(s) [13]. 

• Frequency of Crawl: Frequency of crawl may depend upon factors like number of 
webpage(s). Static website crawled frequently than dynamic website [15]. 

• Links on website: Website should not link to malware contents. Do not link website 
with irrelevant links/websites and do not links overly. 

 
Dynamic webpage(s)/URLs considerations  

 
• Dynamic URL parameters: Keep parameter short and few in numbers. 
• Rewriting of URL: It is always good to remove unnecessary parameters from 

dynamic URLs; because it saves crawling time of spider to crawl unnecessary and 
duplicate webpage(s). It also reduces the chances of spider trap. 

• Static link vs. Dynamic link: Yahoo claims can index dynamic webpage(s), but for 
page discovery it prefers static over dynamic page. It recommends avoiding 
dynamically generated links/URLs. 

• Webmaster Tool: Yahoo site explorer also gives feature to rewrite URL to make 
them search engine friendly. 
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4.6.5 Overview of Microsoft’s Bing (Search Engine) 
 

 
The Bing search page 

Features background images that changes daily 
URL www.bing.com 
Type of search engine  Crawler-based Search engine 
Name of Google’s crawler MSNBot 
Owner Microsoft 
Headquarter Microsoft, US -based Corporation, 

1 Microsoft Way, Redmond Washington, USA 
Launched on June 1, 2009 
Position among search engines Three (3) 
Available languages 40 
    
Microsoft launched MSN search in 1998 as MSN Search. In the beginning, Microsoft did not 
get serious about improvement of search until after Google establish the industry. Initially, 
they relied on their partners like Overture, Looksmart, and Inktomi to control their search 
service. They started their own technology sample of their search engine in January, 2004 
[20] [43]. They are officially powered from Yahoo!’s search results to their own internal 
technology on January, 2005. On May 4th, 2006 MSN declared their untenanted Yahoo!’s 
search ad program. After that Microsoft announced they were introducing their own live 
search product. Finally, On June 1st, 2009 Microsoft launched Bing [43]. 
   Latest market research report [17] shows that Bing is at 3rd place among other major search 
engine with the explicit core search market with 11.2 % market share [17].  
Researches reflect that Bing searches might be provided with fewer results against search 
queries than other search engines, but they usually have higher conversion rates. Therefore, 
making websites friendly for Bing can more rewarding that efforts it need. 
   After evaluation of Bing, it improved its user interface (UI) for search more quickly and 
easier ways. Until now, it improved its engineering work on a large scale. Now it crawls and 
index different types of contents. Later, it applies appropriate algorithms to finally present 
most search results (SERPs) to the searchers. 
   It works same like other crawler-based search engine by crawling, indexing websites and 
ranking them according to their contents. The Bing’s crawler is known as MSNBot [13] [43]. 
MSNbot index and ranks better if website is having updated and quality contents. Bing has 
provided a guidelines and techniques to get better indexing [16] [33].  
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4.6.6 Dynamic websites Indexing considerations of Microsoft’s Bing 
(Search Engine) 

 
In subsection below I will discuss Bing indexing considerations for dynamic website [20] 
[16] [33] [38]. 
 
Design and content guidelines  

 
• Site hierarchy: Keep your website hierarchy fairly smooth i.e. each target webpage 

should reachable within three clicks away from the main webpage. 
• Ready webpage(s): Do not present under construction page to crawler and website’s 

users. 
• Contents of website: Contents of website should be unique and genuine and try to 

cover one topic for on one page. 
• Links on website: Link on website should intended to serve people for helping to 

find interesting and related contents. Check carefully that website does not have link 
with malware software. 

• Title and Meta Description tag: Use only few target keywords or keyword phrase 
contents used under Title and Meta tags should be accurately describe the contents of 
page. Title text in Meta Description tag should be between 25 and 150 and avoid 
using special characters in description tag. Make use of unique keywords for each 
title tags and Meta tags on each page. 

• Images: Try to use text to describe contents, keywords instead of image i.e. do not 
use image embedded text that is needed to index. Minimize use of images and use 
proper names of image files because search engines cannot interpret images. 

• Navigation: Make it sure that all desired webpage(s) have navigation with text link at 
least once to reach desired webpage(s). Avoid using images for navigations.  

• ALT Tag: Use ALT tag for images to inform search engines that what is image 
about. 

• Non-friendly Contents: Almost every search engine face hard time with frames, 
JavaScript, Flash, DHTML, session _IDs, cookies might be trouble for Bing like 
other crawlers to crawl them. Recommend to avoid or optimize them.  

• File size: Keep file size reasonable like Bing recommends using page with no images 
should be of size 150k. 

• URL structure: Keep URL simple and smaller because it is easier to crawling them. 
 

Technical recommendations  
 

• Make website discoverable: Submit website by using Bing webmaster tool or by 
linking other already indexed websites to make it discoverable for Bing. 

• Submit Sitemap: Bing recommends submitting site map to help it to available all 
desirable webpage(s) through sitemap. Sitemap may contain up to 5000 URLs.  

• Files and directories: Organize related files and images in same directories to make 
it easier to find contents and efficiently for crawling. 

• robot.txt: Make use of robot.txt to prevent search engine from crawling or indexing 
specific files or directories. 

• CMS: CMS based website need some attention that whether CMS created 
webpage(s), contents and URLs are search engine friendly. 
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• Test website appearance: The best way to be sure that your site is usable and appear 
properly in different browsers. 

• Server response: Try to reduce server load by implementing page compression 
techniques and Conditional GET. Make it sure that server does not response with 
400, 401 and 500 errors because time-out and servers’ slow response badly affects 
crawling. 

• Page load time: Page should be smaller in size; it should not exceed 9 second to get 
load. Because both crawling and traffic effected badly from page load issue. Both 
crawlers and website’s user does not wait later than 10 seconds for webpage load. 

• Well formed HTML code: Make it sure that HTML code is well formed and all 
paired tags are closed properly. 

Quality measures  
 

• Avoid: Avoid keyword stuffing, cloaking, hidden text, bad neighbors. 
• Frequency of Crawl: Frequency of crawl may depend upon number of factors like 

website depth. Also website has more likely unique and quality content may crawl 
frequently than others. Static website may crawl frequently than dynamic website 
[16]. 

• Links on website: Links on webpage(s) should be relevant and should not overly 
use. 
 

Dynamic webpage(s)/URLs considerations 
 

• Dynamic URL parameters: Keep parameter short and few in numbers. 
• Rewriting of URL: Make sure use simple URLs with targeted keywords. It is always 

good to remove unnecessary parameters from dynamic URLs; because it saves 
crawling time of spider to crawl unnecessary and duplicate webpage(s). It also 
reduces the chances of spider trap. 

• Static link vs. Dynamic link: Bing suggests keeping URLs simple and static because 
they easier to crawl for search engine’s spider and easy to remember too. 

• Webmaster Tool: Unlike Google and Yahoo, Bing webmaster tool does not provide 
feature for parameter specification i.e. which should not be consider in dynamic 
URLs.  

4.7 Useful Search Engine’s Tools for SEO Campaign 
 
There are several tools available for SEO campaign. Some tools are free and offered from 
search engines like Google, Yahoo, and Bing [34-39]. In this section, I will discuss some 
most popular and frequently used tools among SEO experts for SEO campaign. 
 
4.7.1 Google’s Useful Tools for SEO 
 
The subsection below is provided with tools presented by Google for SEO. 
 
Google Webmaster Tool 
 
Google Webmaster tool is free for webmasters for SEO campaign. It helps webmasters to get 
a better control on website indexing and ranking [34]. This tool provides web developers 
with detail information about websites that how Google interacted with their websites. It also 
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presents handy information about websites like contents, Meta tag contents are either too 
long or short; as well as information about contents duplicated or repeated to many times [7] 
[20] [34]. Moreover, it allows finding out what search queries lead searchers to specific 
webpage. However, this tool does not guide how to improve websites to get better ranking. 
With Google Webmaster tool following services can be availed [30] [34]: 
 

• Upload Sitemap. 
• Generate and Analyze robot.txt. 
• Which webpage(s) have problem to crawl through them. 
• Broken Links. 
• Find out search queries used to lead searcher to any specific webpage(s). 
• Identify issues related to Title, and Meta description Tags. 
• Get a clue that how Google crawler interacted with website. 
• Remove desired webpage(s) from Google search result. 
• Other notifications about violation of Google guideline like file size, malware. 

 

 
 
Figure 4.11 Google Webmaster Tool screenshot. 
 
Google Analytics Tool 
 
Google Analytics Tool provides facility to look information about incoming traffic of 
website. This tool offers following services [35]: 
 

• Facilitate to judge impact of any optimization effort on website. 
• Detailed information about how searcher arrive at website and what actions 

performed by searcher on website. 
• Discovery of most well-liked contents or webpage(s) of target website. 

 
Recently, Google enchased Google Analytics features with joint collaboration of Adobe 
named as “Google Analytics Tracking for Adobe Flash”. This featured Google Analytics 
tracks that how website’s users behaved and interacted with Flash contents of website [7] 
[22] [30] [31] [35]. This feature allows event tracking of Flash contents (online games and 
embedded videos and branded microsites), pageview [Google link new] of website. 
However, Advance users are provided with wide range of information to improve website 
design and contents [31] [35]. 
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Figure 4.12 Google Analytics Tool screenshot. 
 
Google AdWords 
 
AdWords is Google tool [36] for flagship advertisement of products and services. Business 
that does not want to go for SEO to become visible in search engines (paid results) use 
Google AdWords tool for businesses promotions. Business pay for advertisement but in 
return they do not have to wait to appear in the search results (Paid results) Google’s 
AdWords program allows businesses to pay to appear in search results [36]. It includes 
national, local and international advertisements. It offers PPC advertisement where 
advertisers choose the keywords that want to trigger for their ads. These result displayed 
separately from the organic results or at right side of first SERP in highlighted box (colored 
box mostly blue). Google order these paid results on bases of other advertisers’ bidding and 
quality contents [3]. 
 
The Google AdWords campaign offers following benefits [3] [7] [13] [20] [36]: 

 
• After the ads is submitted it appear immediately in search result unlike organic result 

does not need to wait for indexing in Google database). 
• Changes in Ads are possible any time; it allows changing keywords to boost more to 

grow business.  
• Google AdWords also have keyword tool. It allow keywords discovery for PPC 

campaign. This tool helpful especially in start of ad promotion. It also help when it 
needed to find better keywords when chosen keywords not much rewarding. 
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Figure 4.13 Google AdWordsTool screenshot. 
 

4.7.2 Yahoo’s Useful Tools for SEO  
 
The section below is provided with tools for SEO for Yahoo Search engine. 
 

Yahoo site explorer 
 
Yahoo site explorer provided almost same feature like Google webmaster [37]. This tool 
allows the webmasters to explore all the webpage(s) indexed in Yahoo search engine.  
It makes it possible to following services [32] [39]: 
 

• Submit website. 
• Explore indexed webpage(s). 
• Reasons that why any page is not indexed. 
• Submit Sitemap. 
• View most popular webpage(s) from any website. 
• View comprehensive Sitemaps. 
• Find linking webpage(s) to any popular website. 
• Allows you to add “Site Explorer Badge” to website or any specific webpage. This 

feature allows you to track “inbound links” count to website and webpage 
respectively.  

• Add Dynamic URLs 
• Delete URLs from Yahoo indexes. 
• Authentication to your website allows authorized access to the detailed information 

about website. 
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Figure 4.14 Yahoo site explorer screenshot. 
 

YSlow for FireFox 
 
Yahoo’s YSlow is an Add-On [7] [13] [32] for Firefox that provides functionality to 
optimize website components including scripts, images and style-sheets etc. This useful tool 
is available for free. This add-on is incorporated with Firebug web development tool. It 
extracts the information related to components of website i.e. size, expired headers, and 
website is zipped, gzipped or not [32]. It grades website based on some user defines rule sets.    
   This tool uses tool to optimize images of website. It squeezes last few bytes of image to 
optimize performance without affecting the actual image. It also suggests how many bytes 
can be removed to save space and improve site speed. It suggests ways to improve site 
performance.  
 If provide following information related to website [13]: 
 

• It summarizes webpage components. 
• Display webpage statistics. 
• It analyzes webpage(s) and explores that why they are slow. 
• Provide tools (Smush.it and jSLint) for analyzing performance. 
 

 
 
Figure 4.15 YSlow for FireFox screenshot. 
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4.7.3 Microsoft’s Bing’s Useful Tools for SEO 
 
Like Google and Yahoo; Bing also provides tool for website’s SEO known as Bing 
Webmaster Tools [20] [33] [38]. The subsection below briefly discusses description of Bing 
tools for SEO campaign. 
 
Bing Webmaster Tool 
 
Bing webmaster tool allows web developers to optimize their website for Bing search engine 
[38]. Bing updates its Webmaster tool to provide more precise information about indexing 
and crawling and traffic of website. This tool is also free of cost and allows availing 
following facilities for websites [20] [33] [38]: 
 

• Submit Website 
• Submit Sitemap. 
• Submit individual URLs. 
• Get detailed information to know which webpage(s) of website are index. 
• Information about keyword performance, back-links and inbound links. 
• Provide information like issues of crawling, malware, redirects and other exclusion 

encountered during website crawling. 
• Provide charts to get a quick view of last six months traffic, crawling and indexing of 

website. 
 

 
 
Figure 4.16 Bing Webmaster Tool screenshot. 

 
4.7.4 WebRank Toolbar for Firefox 
 
This tool is Mozilla Firefox add-on to provide Google Page-rank, compete, Alexa and 
Quantcast of website currently being views in browser [39]. Along with that it shows the 
information of indexed webpage(s) in major search engines (Google, Yahoo and Bing) [20] 
[32].  
   Below is a screenshot of WebRank Toolbar. It also allows getting detail view by click on 
button (shown with arrow) for search engine. For instance, detail view of Google will lead 
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you to view list of indexed webpage(s). It also provides back-link tracking facility for 
websites [39]. 
 

 

Google Detail 

 Detail Yahoo Detail Bing

 
Figure 4.17 Webrank Toolbar screenshot. 
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5 EXPERIMENT 
 
 
This chapter consists of goal definition, experiment planning phase, experiment operation 
process and experiment sample. In this chapter, I will discuss some experiment’s theories 
with experiment planning and execution process step by step i.e. how the experiments are 
conducted in reality.  
 
5.1 Goal Definition 
 
The goal definition is the statement to define the major aspects of experimental study before 
proceeding planning and execution. The objective and purpose of study, quality focus, 
perspective, better understanding and filling research gap in exciting knowledge with 
meaningful impact upon the field of study are some major aspects that should be included in 
goal definition.  
   This experimental research is aimed to predict and determine effects of one variable on 
experiment by controlling several factors that may cause results to vary. My primary purpose 
is to use experimental research method to explore commonly used SEO techniques for 
improving indexing of dynamic webpage(s) on major search engines. Secondary purpose is 
to compare SEO techniques and see effectiveness of one technique over other.  
   Literature review shows that the dynamic websites are commonly known for poor visibility 
in search engines because they are not search engine friendly. There are several myths about 
dynamic website’s visibility in search engines; and search engines are continually evolving 
to make them efficient, and some improvements are made in this regard. In this empirical 
study, I aimed to investigate how much advancement have been made in the area of indexing 
dynamic websites; and to identify if there is any problem in indexing dynamic webpage(s) in 
major search engines. Further, using SEO techniques to help in indexing these webpage(s) is 
optimum purpose of my experimental research. This research work leads to a better 
understanding; fill up a research gap in exciting knowledge and going to have meaningful 
impact upon the field of web development and SEO. 
 
5.2 Experiment Planning 
 
Experiment Planning is not an easy task; as a lot of preparation is required to plan and design 
experiments [43]. A well planned experiment ensures that an experiment is carried out 
appropriately and that the result reflects the real world, in the best credible method. This 
experiment planning phase has been designed based on guidelines provided by Wohlin et al.  
[43] Campbell and Stanley [44] Campbell and Cook [45]. 
 
5.2.1 Hypothesis  
 
A hypothesis is an illumination for a phenomenon which can be tested in some way which 
idyllically whichever proves or disproves the hypothesis. Until testing of hypothesis, the 
hypothesis in use to be considered true and the objective of the researcher is to methodically 
test the term of the hypothesis. Commonly researcher use null and alternative hypothesis in 
the phase of formulation of hypothesis [43]. We can describe a null hypothesis as a statistical 
hypothesis; null hypothesis is affirmed for acceptance [43]. It is also called as original 
hypothesis. Any other hypothesis other then null hypothesis is known as alternative 
hypothesis [43]. When null hypothesis is rejected we must accept the alternative hypothesis. 
Null hypothesis is symbolized by H0 and alternative hypothesis is symbolized by H1 [43]. 
   For this experiment, formulated null and alternative hypotheses are explained in Chapter 3 
(section 3.1). 
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5.2.2 Selection of Variables 
 
In experimental research, variable can be described as a measurement or an attribute, whose 
value can vary over the course of an experiment. It helps in identifying the cause 
(independent variable) and effect/outcome (dependent variable) in the term of an experiment 
[43] [45]. Wrong selection of variables can effect badly on results of experiment [43]. 
Therefore, it is very important to select correct variables [43]. There are two well-known 
variables i.e. Independent and dependent. An independent variable is the one being cause, 
manipulate or affect outcomes of an empirical study [43]. Conversely, the dependent 
variables are depending on the treatment behavior of independent variables. Dependent 
variables are observed and deliberated to fix on the effects of independent variables. In other 
words, dependent variables are outcomes of research study [43] [45]. 
 In this experiment, I have selected following independent and dependent variables: 
 

• Independent Variables:  
SEO Techniques: Independent SEO technique or set of SEO techniques are 
independent variables that are used to help dynamic webpage(s) to get indexed on 
targeted search engines.  
 

• Dependent Variables:  
Dynamic Webpage(s) Indexing: Dependent variables would be the indexing of 
dynamic webpage(s) in targeted search engines.  

5.2.3 Selection of Subjects 
 
In an experimental research, it is important to select right subject because selection of subject 
is directly associated to generalization of the results derived from the experiment [43]. In 
order to simplify the results to the selected population, the selected subject has to be 
representative for that population. Subject selection is also known as sample from population 
[43]. There are two types of techniques for population sampling: probability and non-
probability. In probability sampling, the probability of selecting each subject is known 
whereas in case of non-probability selecting a subject is unknown [43]. 
   In this study, I used probability sampling technique for subject selection purpose. I opted to 
experiment some SEO techniques (particularly friendly URLs) that are involved in indexing 
dynamic webpage(s) on targeted search engines. For this purpose, I decided to use two 
dynamic websites that of different in age and size and are uploaded on different servers. 
Main reason to use two sites was to see if search engines worth size, and age of a websites 
when indexing dynamic URLs. It was likely to doubt that results from one website are 
generalized to particular websites under study. 
   Sample of webpage(s) is randomly selected from webpage(s) that were not indexed on 
targeted search engines. It was not possible to experiment all SEO techniques and fully 
optimize a dynamic website due to limited scope of research; so I restricted my study to 
techniques which help indexing dynamic URLs. To ensure I am not working on indexing a 
website that’s lacking in basic SEO techniques, I created a new website using On-page SEO 
techniques. Another reason to choose indexing dynamic webpage(s) as my sample subject is 
to study the most controversial areas of dynamic website (dynamic URLs), particularly 
dynamic URLs using parameters and session variables in their URLs which are considered a 
problem for most of search engines. 
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5.2.4 Experiment Design 
 
Experiment design is a plan to accumulate experiential knowledge, i.e. knowledge based on 
the analysis of investigational data [44] [45]. It can be practical when ensure an occurrence 
sequentially to improve understanding or get better performance [44]. Making up a design 
means attentively choosing some experiments that are to be executing under controlled 
arrangements [43]. After understanding of guidelines and unified steps, which are involved 
for choosing an appropriate experiment design [43] [44] [45], I chose to use The Pretest-
Posttest Control Design Group as my experiment research design. This design consist two 
groups i.e. experimental and control. Experimental group is given the treatment and the 
results are accumulated at the end of experiment. The control group obtains no treatment, 
over the same period of experiment time, but undergoes properly the same tests. 
 
The experiment design representation:  
 
If O1 represents pretest of experimental group, X represents the treatment and O2 represents 
the posttest of experimental group, then difference between O1 and O2 will be explained by 
X. Similarly, O3 represents pretest of control group that would not be exposed to any 
treatment; however, this group will be tested again after treatment. X is only applied on 
experimental group.  
 
Experimental Group:          Pretest   Treatment  Posttest 

O1 X O2 
Control Group:                                 Pretest  Posttest 

O3 O4 
 
In experimental group of this experiment, O1 represents static and dynamic webpage(s), 
which are not indexed on targeted search engine. X represents SEO techniques, which will 
be applied to help dynamic and static webpage(s) to get indexed on targeted search engines. 
O2 represents results of applied SEO techniques. In control group, O3 represents static and 
dynamic webpage(s), which are not indexed on targeted search engine. O4 represents results 
without applying any treatment (SEO technique).  
 
5.2.5 Validity Evaluation  
 
In any study, validity of results is fundamental question for researcher. All research designs 
are likely to have bias and design threats which can affect validity of results [43]. Validity is 
the degree to which an experiment procedures what it claims to test. It is essential for 
experiment to be valid sequentially for the results to be precisely applied and comprehend 
[43]. In the beginning researcher classify two types of validity threats (Internal and External) 
[45]. Present research expanded into in four categories (Statistical Conclusion Validity, 
External Validity, Internal Validity and Construct Validity) [44].  
   In subsections below, I describe those validity threats, which can affect on selected 
research design of this experiment and how I controlled and addressed them. 
 
External Validity 
 
Experiment results and/or conclusion which can be validly generalized from a sample back 
to its parent population is said to have external validity [44]. Due to this validity threat 
experiment results may not able be generalized to real world. External validity is defined in 
terms of Population Validity and Ecological Validity. In this experiment, it is not difficult to 
generalize results of this study because results are not affected if they are performed at 
variety of locations and there are any participants that can affect experimental data. 
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• Population Validity: It is defined as the degree to which experiment finding and/or 
conclusions can be generalized from a sample back to its parent population [44]. It is 
possible to generalize from study participants (subjects) or the specific finding 
(conclusion) based on differential characteristics. However, this validity threat is 
under control because no human participants are involved in the study. 

 
• Ecological Validity: It is concerns results generalization to other environmental 

conditions [44]. This factor is also under control because results of my studies are not 
affected by variety of placed where experiments are performed. 
 

Internal Validity 
 
Experiment results may not be accurate because something else besides treatment X affected 
results of the experiments. Internal validity threats can be factors that can affect the 
independent variable without researchers’ knowledge and affect the cause [43] [44]. Some 
factors affect internal validity includes: 

 
•  History: Events which take place between observation and measurement, in 

addition to independent variable which affects dependent variable, are called history 
[45]. It usually happens when some unplanned events occur during the experiment. 
During in this experimentation, I kept a complete track of optimization. I used search 
engine webmaster tools and server files to keep track of any unplanned events. All 
factors were known and such incident when server was down for one of the websites 
and as a result of this problem crawlers failed to indexing website. 
 

• Maturation: When subject changes between an interval T1 and T2. This often 
happens when people, especially children, performing a treatment on an on object 
change. It includes emotional, psychological, or physiological processes access time 
within study subject, usually individuals which operate on variables in somehow [45]. 
Since it is not a study where human beings are not subject; so there was not any 
maturation threat. 
 

• Testing: When data gathering exercise is repeated it is likely to affect subject 
performance or recall [45]. When same pretest and posttest are performed, results 
may affect. In my experiment, there was not repetitive pretest that could affect 
posttest; so this threat has no implication of validity of results. 
 

• Instrumentation: Changes within test or data collection devise or raters may 
produce changes in scores on or measurements of the dependent variables [45]. If 
different measures and administrator are used for pretest and posttest, results are 
likely to be affected. In my case, administrator did not changed throughout the 
process and measurement method and standard remained same throughout the 
process. So this threat remained under control. 

 
• Statistical Regression: If group of subjects and assembled based on extreme sores 

or other measurements results are likely to move towards group mean [45]. When 
subject started recording at high (outliner) on a spectrum and can only go down and 
vice versa. There were not any outliners in this experiment so results are significant. 
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• Selection Biases If experimental and control groups are not identical, it is likely that 

false variables may be affect results [45]. In this experiment, this factor was carefully 
considered and experimental group was selected randomly and controlled group 
webpage(s) and identical in terms on data organization and basic SEO techniques. 

 
• Experimental Morality: The differential loss of study from research group is 

called morality [45]. Results are affected when some subject leave in the middle of a 
study. It is more likely to occur in long studies. In my case, since it is a short study so 
there was not any human subject so this threat remained under control. 

 
• Resentful Demoralization of the control group: When control group elects to 

perform differently than normal, because it is not getting treatment like experimental 
group [45]. In this experiment, Control group and experiment group remain alike in 
terms of changes and there were not any resentful changes going on control group. 
Only experimental group was subjected to treatments. 
 

• Diffusion of Treatment: It is likely to occur in blind studies due to differences 
within group; it may occur due to unintentional independent variable [44]. Since I did 
not perform a blind study, this threat was not significant to make any difference in 
results. 

 
Statistical Conclusion Validity  

It is concerned with the issue that affects the ability to draw conclusion about relationship 
between treatment (X) and outcome (O2) [44]. Statistical inference evaluate whether data 
validation procedures produce correct results so there is a need to make assure author 
understand statistical results performed study. 
   In this experiment, I use SEO techniques step by step, one technique at a time by targeting 
particular search engines. The effect of techniques is already known when they are applied 
on targeted group and results are monitored on all search engines individually. This threat is 
mitigated because I have prior experience of doing statistical tests so it is not very likely that 
I will perform statistical tests incorrectly. 
 
Construct Validity 
 
It concerns with generalizing the results of the experiment to the theory or concepts [44]. 
According to Wohlin et al. [43], there are two kinds of threats to construct validity: threats 
related to design of experiments and threats that are concerned with social environment i.e. 
behavior of the participants. In this experiment, results are recorded from search engines 
after certain SEO techniques are applied; therefore, these results can be used to generalize 
the efficiency of SEO techniques for indexing of dynamic websites. As I mentioned in 
section 5.2.4 that Experiment design is selected after understanding of guidelines and 
integrated steps, which are involved for choosing an appropriate experiment design and I 
consider those validity threats, which can affect on research design of this experiment. Also, 
this experiment did not involved individuals to participate in study; so in these circumstances 
construct validity threat does not subsist. 
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5.3 Experiment Operation 
 
The process of experimental operation can be described as the procedure of meanly defining 
variables into measurable elements [44] [45]. The procedure identifies fuzzy concepts and 
authorizes them to be measured, empirically and quantitatively. In this experiment, 
experiment operation phase includes Instrumentation, execution and data validation. 
 
5.3.1 Instrumentation  
 
In experiments, instrumentation is known as most time consuming practice. It comprises of 
selection of tools, documentation, and creation of guideline to perform experiments [43]. It 
also contains developing pretest and posttest questions. It is very important to carefully 
design pretest and posttest questions; because later in the study they are subjected to answer 
research questions.  
   For instrumentation of my research experiment, it involved quite some work setting up 
experiment. Since I selected two websites for performing experiments, one of the website 
had to be a new dynamic website so that I can closely monitor, how search engines respond 
to a new website in terms of indexing its webpage(s). I had to create a sample dynamic 
website for this purpose. 
   I also planned to examine effectiveness of URL rewriting on search engines. For this 
purpose I planned to use a websites where I can easily tryout URL rewriting. It is effective to 
use URL rewriting in early stages of website development because it is quite some work to 
implement URL rewriting on a developed website. Another reason to keep URL rewriting on 
a different website was to control any possible influence on newly uploaded website. So I 
used a website that was developed in PHP template engines which allows creating friendly 
URL with less effort. 
   Wohlin et al. [43] classifies three types of instruments, which are known as common for 
using in experimentation i.e. Objects, Guidelines and Measurement tools. Following of detail 
description of instruments which I used in this experiment: 
 
Objects: In computer science experimental research, object can defines as specifications or 
code documents which are used to execute experiments [43]. Objects used in this experiment 
are webpage(s) that are subjected to indexing on targeted search engines. Also search 
engine’s SEO techniques that are specific to dynamic websites and common for static and 
dynamic websites. 
 
Guidelines: Before execution of experiment it is necessary for researchers that they are 
well aware about guidelines to execute the experiment. Also, they must need to know about 
topic and its background, aims and scope of experiment in depth [43]. For this experiment, I 
reviewed several research papers to familiarize myself with experimental research and 
writing technical documentation. I also performed research on how to perform experiments 
for investigative studies. After understanding of experimental research, I decided on scope of 
chosen topic and prepared guideline for myself. 
 
Measurement Tools: The tool used for measurements and data collection on a variable is 
called measurement tool [45]. In this experiment, I used webmaster tools for Google, Yahoo, 
and Bing to perform SEO techniques. I also used Google Analytics account to keep record 
on traffic and monitor traffic reports. Other than these online tools, I also recorded search 
results from SERPs of each Search on daily basis and used excel sheets to record collected 
data. 

5.3.2 Execution 
 
After an instrumentation process has been done, the next step is execution of experiment. 
This experiment is conducted in a period of two month after development and optimization 
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(SEO) of both websites which, I am using in this experimental research. Initially, it was not 
known how long search engines will take to index webpage(s) (experimental group) because 
it depends upon search engine’s results. However, I intended to complete experiment in a 
period of 30 days. In addition to experiment execution, I wanted to test effect of time factor 
on search engine indexing behavior. So, final readings were taken after a period of 
approximately one month after applying last SEO technique. 
Since experiment required online websites so there was no need to have fix setting or place 
to take experiment readings. However, computer labs of Blekinge institute of Technology 
(BTH) and my home network were two places that I worked most of the time.  
   To avoid SEO techniques results overlapping, I applied and evaluated SEO techniques step 
by step. To record results of experiment I used online webmaster tools for Google, Yahoo 
and Bing. I also relied on search results generated through manual search queries on each 
targeted search engines. I used two websites in this experiment; one websites was new to the 
search engines and seconds has web presence since last one year. Main purpose to use two 
websites of different ages was to study, if search engines response to them differently or not. 
   First, I created a new dynamic website and uploaded it on server so that I can study 
behavior of search engines and study if search engines can index the target website without 
setbacks. Second, I applied SEO techniques, one technique at a time, on webpage(s); I was 
checking search engines’ results every 6 hours. However, I was recording experiment results 
only once in a day. There was not any need to records results frequently because results were 
not very likely to vary but I was taking my reading according to my plan. There was only 
one instance that results were seen changed within six hours after performing one technique 
in Bing webmaster tool. 
   Results were recorded in Microsoft Excel sheets and manual search results were recorded 
as screenshots taken from webmaster tools and search engines.  
 
5.3.3 Data Validation  
 
The process of data validation is important to determine the technical usability of the 
analytical data. It ensures that every data value is correct and accurate in the experimental 
research. It was important to carefully record experimental data to avoid wrong conclusions. 
In this experiment, to perform SEO techniques on dynamic webpage(s), I ensured that 
webpage(s) have similar page layout to avoid possible interference in resulting due to 
different page layouts and content organization. Since I used dynamic webpage(s), this factor 
was not hard to control. Experiments data was recorded around same time and appropriate 
screen shots were also taken to keep record of results. So, recorded data collection process is 
carefully designed and carried out. 
 
5.4 Experiment Sample 
 
For experiment sample, I selected to present my work done for most controversial SEO 
technique called search engine friendly URLs. As I discussed in section 5.2.4, I selected one 
website to experiment search engine behavior for URL rewriting. Although this website was 
available online since last one year, it was indexed only in Google; however, website home 
page was searchable in Yahoo, Bing, and AOL. Website was not indexed in Ask until I 
manually submitted website to Ask search engine. 
  Pretest and posttest Screenshots are taken before and after applying URL rewriting and 
sitemap creation. Pretest and posttest screenshots are taken from Google, Yahoo, Bing, Ask 
and AOL search engines are presented in Appendix-A. The presented search results are 
taken by manual search process in targeted search engines and Webmaster tools where fitting 
to display. The search results are very possible to change if search is repeated because search 
engines are always in the state of updating index databases. These provided search results are 
for www.recipe-planner.com.    
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6 ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 
 
 
In this chapter, I will present statistical and empirical analysis of data collected in the 
experiment. In section 6.1, I will discuss measurement preface. Section 6.2, is presented with 
brief explanation of each SEO technique that I used during experimentation. In section 6.3, I 
present descriptive results; Further, I will perform result’s analysis statistically and 
descriptively in section 6.4. Finally section 6.5 contains testing of hypotheses that I 
formulated in earlier 5.2.1. 

6.1 Measurement Preface 
 
Before I present experimental data I would like to discuss implantation model. The purpose 
of experiments was to apply some SEO techniques to help dynamic webpage(s) get indexed 
on listed search engines. There were some limitations that affected our test and their results 
and it is important to discuss them before I present actual data.  
 
External Factor: As mentioned in chapter 5 (section 5.2.5) that there are some external 
factor such as external links and server side problem i.e. server down can affect crawl ability 
of search engines. It was not possible to eliminate external factors, but I kept a close eye on 
server log files and results to see variation in results.  
 
Instability of measurements: Since search engines are constantly in motion and 
evolving, and they update index databases frequently, so it is obvious if any measurements 
are taken or repeated again, same results might not yield.  
 
Measuring tools: Search engine webmaster tools are not capable to keep complete record 
of indexed webpage(s) so I had to rely on manual searches along with available features in 
online webmaster tools. 

6.2 Applied SEO Techniques 
 
I discussed SEO techniques in details in Chapter 4 (Section 4.1, 4.2, 4.3); here, I will briefly 
explain techniques that I used during experimentation.  
 
Sitemap Creation: Using this technique, I created sitemap of the website and uploading on 
server. 
Sitemap Submission: If a website ownership is authenticated for Google, Bing, and Yahoo. 
It is possible to manually upload a sitemap in webmaster tools.  It is possible to manually 
submit sitemap to Yahoo, Google, Bing, and Ask. 
Website Submission to Search Engines:  I submitted website to over 20 search engines. 
External Link Building: Website1 was indexed only on Google, for indexing it on other 
search engines I linked website on two other websites that had web existence since last many 
years. 
Manual URL feeds to Yahoo: Yahoo Site Explorer provides facility to manually submit 
URLs to its webmaster tool. In addition to that it allows encoding dynamic URLs to some 
extent. So this technique involves submission of dynamic URLs to yahoo Site Explorer Tool. 
Manual URL Submission to Bing: This technique involves manual submission of URLs to 
Bing.  
Internal Link Building on home page: It involved creating hyper links of the pages needed 
to be indexed; Links are created on home page. This technique is particularly significant for 
important pages of a website. Footer links and bread crumbs are now commonly used to 
promote webpage(s).  
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Friendly URLs: URLs are encoded to include search engine friendly text as part of the URL 
itself to make URLs more search engine friendly. 
Time Element - 30 days: After applying last SEO technique I left website for a period of 
one month to see how results vary with time. During this period, I did not apply any further 
techniques but I was keeping an eye on server log to see if there are any server side errors or 
crawler related issues. 

6.3 Results 
 
It took about two month to perform experiment which started on 4th Dec 2010 after website 
development and results were last recorded on 22nd Jan 2011. Results were recorded in two 
steps. In first steps, I applied SEO techniques step by step and experiment results were 
recorded on daily basis. For this step results were last taken on 24th Dec 2010 after applying 
last SEO technique. Then there was wait period of about thirty days to study effect of time 
element on search engine’s indexing mechanism. I did not apply any additional technique 
during this period; however, I was keeping track of server log files to make sure there are no 
underlying server side problems that may affect experimental data. In second step, final 
results were taken on 22nd Jan 2011 for targeted search engines. 
   Although results were recorded on daily basis, results presented here are summarized to 
demonstrate effectiveness of each SEO technique useful on targeted search engines. In the 
following sub-sections, I will present results for both websites. 
  
6.3.1 Website1: wasfabththesis.com 
 
Website1, a relatively small website, contains total 21 URLs (including 18 dynamic and 3 
static webpage(s)). I aimed to index these webpage(s) on search engines by applying certain 
SEO techniques sequentially; website’s pages other then targeted 21 webpage(s) were access 
denied by crawlers. At the end of experiment total 67% webpage(s) were indexed in Google, 
48% webpage(s) were indexed on Bing and Yahoo, and 33% webpage(s) were indexed on 
Ask and AOL Search engine including all static webpage(s).  
   This website was uploaded on server on the day when I started experiment so that I can 
watch indexing process. Before applying a SEO technique, a sample of webpage(s) was 
randomly chosen from the webpage(s) that were not indexed. SEO treatment is applied on 
experimental group. The control group obtains no treatment, over the same period of 
experiment time, but undergoes properly the same tests. Some SEO techniques presented in 
Table 6.1 do not have control group. The reason behind not having control group for those 
SEO techniques is since these techniques need to apply specifically on all webpage(s) of 
website. The comparison of those SEO techniques which have both experimental and control 
groups is presented in Table 6.2. 
   Index summary of website1 is presented in Table 6.1 and measurements are visualized in 
Figure 6.1. Number presented in the Table 6.1 and Figure 6.1 indicates total recorded 
number of indexed webpage(s) on website1 after applying certain SEO techniques 
sequentially. For simplicity, indexing results are summarized in Table 6.1. Each entry 
represents number of webpage(s) indexed after applying step by step SEO technique on 
experimental group. Efficiency of each SEO technique is also calculated individually to 
determine how effective each technique is; as shown in Table 6.5 (Section 6.4).   
 
Table 6.1 Webpage(s) indexing summary for website1 (wasfabththesis.com)  
 

wasfabththesis.com index summary 
Applied SEO Technique Google Yahoo Bing AOL Ask 
Startup 1 0 0 0 0 
Sitemap creation 2 0 0 1 0 
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Website Submission to SE 1 0 0 0 6 
External Link Building 0 1 1 2 0 
Sitemap submission to SE 5 0 0 3 0 
Manual URL feeds to Yahoo 0 0 0 0 0 
Manual URL Submission to Bing 0 6 6 0 0 
Internal Link Building on home page 3 0 0 0 0 
Time Element - 30 days 2 3 3 1 1 
Total webpage(s) indexed (out of 21) 14 10 10 7 7 

 
The website1 is relatively small in size created with on-page SEO techniques. 
Home page of website got indexed on Google on the day it was uploaded on server. 
However, both Yahoo and Bing were not able to index website until it was linked on an 
external website. All targeted search engines responded differently towards targeted website. 
Yahoo and Bing search engines rely on each other to index webpage(s). Google and AOL 
responded to sitemap submission more than Bing and Yahoo. It is found that results vary on 
all search engines with time. During experiment, hosting server was down for about 24 
hours, which affected results on Google webmaster tool. As a result of this problem, crawler 
visits resulted in errors and I had to resubmit sitemap to all search engines. Figure 6.1 is 
descriptive representation of indexing throughout experimentation with step by step 
application of SEO techniques for website1 (wasfabththesis.com). 
 

 
 
Figure 6.1 Descriptive representation of indexing throughout experimentation with 
                    step by step application of SEO techniques for website1 (wasfabththesis.com). 
 
Table 6.2 contains comparison of experimental and control group for SEO techniques for 
website1 (wasfabththesis.com).Yahoo Site Explorer is very inefficient tool, URL submission 
to Yahoo is hardly a success results appeared to be Null for experimental group. Yahoo Site 
Explorer provided URL rewriting which is limited to URLs containing session key in it. 
Conversely, Bing Webmaster tool is very efficient to URL submission and results are seen in 
few hours after submission. In addition to that, URLs submitted to Bing are automatically 
indexed in Yahoo search engine. URL submission of dynamic webpage(s) is an efficient 
SEO technique for small to medium size websites. Internal link building and bread-crumbs 
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trail SEO techniques helped to index webpage(s) in Google. Webpage(s) that is not linked to 
any page remain orphan and did not be index on any of the search engines. So internal link 
building is an efficient local SEO technique. Comparison of experimental and control group 
for SEO techniques for website1 (wasfabththesis.com) is presented in Table 6.2. 
 
Table 6.2 Comparison of experimental and control group for SEO techniques for website1  
                 (wasfabththesis.com).  
 

wasfabththesis.com index summary 
Google Yahoo Bing AOL Ask Applied SEO Technique 
E C E C E C E C E C 

Manual URL feeds to Yahoo  
(6 URLs) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Manual URL Submission to Bing 
 (6 URLs) 0 0 6 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 

Internal Link Building on home page 
(3 Webpage(s)) 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total webpage(s) indexed (out of 15) 3 0 6 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 
 
6.3.2 Website2: recipe-planner.com 
 
This website contains 131 dynamic webpage(s) with 38 webpage(s) containing friendly 
URLs which served as our experimental group to test effect of friendly URLs on search 
engines. This website site had web existence last one year with 18% webpage(s) indexed in 
Google. At the end of this study percentage increased to 57% on Google. Furthermore, a 
total of 20% webpage(s) were index in Yahoo, 18% in Bing, 15% in AOL and 13% were 
recorded in Ask. Results will be discussed in chapter 7 to provide more details about search 
engines’ indexing behavior.  
   In website 2, some SEO techniques do not have control group. The techniques, without 
control group, are preliminary techniques needed to apply on all targeted webpage(s) of 
website. As I mentioned before, this website aim to test effectiveness of friendly URLs 
towards major search engines; therefore, this SEO technique have both experimental and 
control groups. The comparison of both groups is presented in Table 6.4. 
   Index summary of website2 is presented in Table 6.3 and measurements are visualized 
in Figure 6.2. The figures (number) presented in the Table 6.3 and Figure 6.2 indicates total 
recorded number of indexed webpage(s) on website2 after applying certain SEO techniques 
step by step. For simplicity, indexing results are summarized after applying step by step 
technique on experimental group. Efficiency of each SEO technique is also calculated 
individually to determine how effective each technique is; as shown in Table 6.6 (Section 
6.4).   
 
Table 6.3 Webpage(s) indexing summary for website2 (recipe-planner.com)  
 

recipe‐planner.com ‐ index summary 

Applied SEO Technique  Google  Yahoo  Bing  AOL  Ask 

Start up  23  1  1  1  0 
Sitemap creation with URL rewriting  20  8  8  4  0 

Manual URL feeds to Yahoo  0  1  0  0  0 
Website submission to ASK  0  1  0  0  2 

Sitemap submission with friendly URLs  11  12  13  0  2 

Time Element ‐ 30 days  21  3  1  14  13 
Total Pages indexed (out of 131)  75  26  23  19  17 
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Website2 contained 131 dynamic pages. This website had web presence since last one year 
but 23 webpage(s) of website were indexed in Google. Home page of website was indexed in 
Yahoo, AOL and Bing. However, website was not index in Ask. After applying several SEO 
techniques website varied in all search engines. Following graph is descriptive representation 
of indexing throughout experimentation with step by step application of SEO techniques for 
website2 (recipe-planner.com). 

 

 
 
Figure 6.2 Descriptive representation of indexing throughout experimentation with step  
                    by step application of SEO techniques for website2 (recipe-planner.com). 
 

6.3.3 Friendly URLs  
 
As discussed in chapter 5 (section 5.2.3), I will be performing some experiment on most 
controversial variable i.e. user friendly URLs; because I aimed to study how effective this 
SEO technique is for indexing URLs and how the search engines respond to this technique. 
This is second part of experiment where I examined if friendly URLs help improve indexing 
on search engines because unnecessary parameters are not included in the URL. As 
discussed in literature review, Google claims it does not has any problem reading dynamic 
looking URLs and it is not required to rewrite URLs to eliminate parameters. 
   Two samples were taken from the population and URL rewriting (treatment) was applied 
on experimental group and results were recorded in Excel sheet and basic analysis was 
performed automatically. Pretest and posttest results are presented in appendix-A. The 
results are summarized in Table 6.4. 
 

Table 6.4 Comparison of experimental and control group for friendly URLs. 
 

recipe-planner.com - sitemap submission with friendly URLs for Experimental Group 
Applied SEO 

Technique 
Experimental 

Group 
Control 
Group 

Experimental 
Group 

Control 
Group Difference 

Google 11 12 28.95% 31.58% 2.63% 
Yahoo 12 0 31.58% 0.00% 31.58% 
Bing 11 0 28.95% 0.00% 28.95% 
AOL 1 0 2.63% 0.00% 2.63% 
ASK 1 0 2.63% 0.00% 2.63% 
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Table 6.4 contains comparison results of experimental (with friendly URLs as treatment) and 
control group. Google’s response was almost similar towards control and experimental 
group. Both Yahoo and Bing indexed pages from experimental group without manual 
submissions of URLs that represent major search engines give preference to friendly URLs. 

6.4 Results Analysis 
 
In this section I will interpret the data I collected in the experiment and discuss statistical and 
empirical analysis performed on collective data. Main objective of this research is to study 
where search engines have any problem indexing dynamic website or not. The secondary 
purpose is to test effectiveness of commonly known SEO techniques to help index a dynamic 
website. Another objective is to investigate common myth of friendly URLs to see if it helps 
websites getting index or not. To quantify understanding of results (presented in Section 
6.3), I created quantitative assessment of effectiveness of each SEO techniques applied on 
both websites used in research.  
   To achieve this objective, I organized and summarized data collected during 
experimentation so that I can analyze and evaluate what I have discovered and present in a 
form that a conclusion can be derived from it. First, I summarized data and recorded search 
results taken from search engines and webmaster tools which I used in experiment. This 
process cost me quite some time because I recorded all data manually as there were not any 
tools available that I could use to get summary index reports from all search engines. 
Second, I summarized data in simplest form so that results can be evaluated and described 
for corresponding SEO technique. Finally, I summarized data so that I can test hypotheses 
and suggest significant findings. 
 
6.4.1 Outliers 
 
An outlier is a data entry that lies at irregular or far-away distance from other data values in a 
data set. It is very likely, to see outliers in a study because values do not always follow the 
normal trend and they appear to be oddly different. However, in this experiment, I did not 
identify any outlier. Since I was study five different search engines, it was very likely that 
search results will appear very differently on all of them. Even if I had found such odd 
entries, I would not consider them as outlier because search engines are not supposed to 
show similar results for a particular SEO technique. 
 
6.4.2 Efficiency 
 
Since SEO techniques are applied step by step and sample size is also known, it is possible 
to calculate efficiency of each technique by diving number of indexed webpage(s) after 
applying each SEO technique to the number of webpage(s) subjected to that SEO technique. 
 
Efficiency = (number of webpage(s) indexed after applying a SEO technique/ total 
number of webpage(s) exposed to SEO technique) * 100 
 
In Table 6.5 and Table 6.6 efficiency of SEO techniques is calculated for both websites. 
Since some SEO techniques are effective only for some search engines so N/A signifies that 
a technique will not affect results of that search engine. In Table 6.5, SEO techniques 6-8 are 
applied on the experimental group and efficiency is calculated for the each search engine. 
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Table 6.5 Efficiency of SEO techniques applied on website1 (wasfabththesis.com). 
 

wasfabththesis.com – SEO Techniques' Effectiveness 
Applied SEO Technique Google Yahoo Bing AOL Ask 

Startup N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Sitemap creation 10% 0% 0% 5% 0% 
Website Submission to SE N/A 0% 0% 0% 29% 
External Link Building N/A 5% 5% 10% 0% 
Sitemap submission to SE 29% 0% 0% 17% 0% 
Manual URL feeds to Yahoo N/A 0% N/A N/A N/A 
Manual URL Submission to Bing N/A 100% 100% N/A N/A 
Internal Link Building on home page 75% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Time Element - 30 days 22% 21% 21% 7% 7% 

 
Dynamic URLs were not fully indexed on any of search engines under this study. However, 
after applying certain SEO techniques on experimental group a significant change was 
recorded. Manual URL submission to Bing appeared to be most effective SEO technique and 
Manual URL submission to Yahoo was least effective SEO technique for this website. I 
found that Yahoo relies on Bing databases to index URLs but not the other way around. 
When I submitted URLs of experimental group to Yahoo none of them was indexed on 
Yahoo or Bing. However, in case of URL submission to Bing, results were seen within few 
hours of submission and URLs of experimental group were indexed on Yahoo as well. 
   Another SEO technique that helped index webpage(s) in Google is Internal Link Building 
on Home page. For this SEO technique, I copied some webpage(s) in deeper directories and 
divided them in two equal groups of (4 dynamic webpage(s)) and linked URLs of 
experimental group on home pages. Consequently, three out of four webpage(s) were 
indexed from experimental group and none of the control group webpage(s) were indexed. 
Index numbers changed on all search engines when this website was left for a period of 30 
days. 
 
Table 6.6 Efficiency of SEO techniques applied on website 2 (recipe-planner.com). 
 

recipe‐planner.com – SEO Techniques’ Effectiveness 

Applied SEO Technique  Google  Yahoo  Bing  AOL  Ask 

Start up  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 

Sitemap creation with URL rewriting  19%  6%  6%  3%  0% 
Manual URL feeds to Yahoo  N/A  17%  N/A  N/A  N/A 

Website submission to ASK  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  2% 
Sitemap submission with friendly URLs  30%  32%  34%  0%  5% 

Time Element ‐ 30 days  27%  3%  1%  11%  10% 
 
All search engines responded differently in terms of indexing URLs for both static and 
dynamic webpage(s). As presented earlier in the section 6.3, total number of webpage(s) 
index in the search engines are different and none of the search engines were able to fully 
index both website completely. It reflects that some SEO techniques are effective for one 
search engine and some are effective on others. Experimental group, subjected to techniques, 
responded to some techniques and some other techniques were ineffective. Results will be 
discussed in the chapter 7 in more details in term of techniques’ effectiveness. Figure 6.3 and 
6.4 descriptively shows how effective each technique was in getting both websites to get 
indexed. 
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Figure 6.3                    

 Performance chart of SEO techniques of website1 (wasfabththesis.com) 

                    The figure 6.3 shows webpage(s) indexed (percentage) as result of SEO    
                    techniques applied on experimental group. 

  

 
 
Figure 6.4  Performance chart of SEO techniques for website2 (recipe-planner.com)  

 

The Figure 6.4 shows webpage(s) indexed (percentage) as result of SEO 
techniques applied on experimental group. 
 

6.4.3 Evaluation of indexing results 
 
One of the objectives to conduct and evaluate indexing results on targeted search engines is 
to see if search engines have any problem in indexing dynamic website. From the results 
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presented in Table 6.1 and Table 6.3, it is obvious that all search engines have problem in 
indexing dynamic webpage(s) (either very small like Website1 or relatively large like 
Website 2) and require additional SEO techniques to optimize them. 
   After applying SEO techniques presented in Table 6.1, number of webpage(s) indexed on 
websites gradually increased on all search engines. A significant number of dynamic 
webpage(s) were not indexed on search engines, including Google, that drives attention to 
fact search engines don’t see dynamic websites very friendly. Static webpage(s) of this 
website were indexed on all search engines. Figure 6.5 descriptively shows number of 
indexed and not indexed webpage(s) on website1 (wasfabththesis.com). 
 

 
 

Figure 6.5 Total number of indexed and not indexed static and dynamic webpage(s) on  
                  website1 (wasfabththesis.com) 
 
As discussed in chapter 5 (section 5.4), Website2 has web presence since last year but 
dynamic webpage(s) were indexed only on Google. However, website’s home pages were 
index on Yahoo and Bing as well. After applying SEO techniques, mentioned in Table 6.3, 
on experimental group more webpage(s) were indexed. The indexed webpage(s) were result 
of creating friendly URLs for experimental group. I did not performed manual submission of 
URLS to any of search engines. To demonstrate overall indexing of website2 (recipe-
planner.com), results are descriptively presented in Figure 6.6. 
 

 
   
Figure 6.6 Total number of indexed and not indexed dynamic webpage(s) on website2.  
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As discussed in section 6.3.3 that Results, experimental and control group were taken from 
the webpage(s) that were not yet indexed on a particular search engine. Indexing results are 
tested using statistical methods. 
 
6.4.4 Evaluation of friendly URL’s results 
 
For this experiment, I aimed to use Website2 (recipe-planner.com) for testing friendly URLs; 
because it is created by using template engine and it is easier to create friendly URLs. For 
this purpose I randomly took two sample groups of equal size (38 URLs each), I created 
friendly URLs on 38 webpage(s) and called them experimental group.  
   For control group, I did not apply any URL rewriting (treatment) and after creating site 
maps for both groups I uploaded them on server again. Another reason to use a different 
website was to control effect of other techniques I applied on Website1. In this experiment, 
my intention was to see if search engines prefer indexing dynamic webpage(s) with Friendly 
URLs or prefer traditional dynamic URLs.  
   As shown in Table 6.4, more dynamic webpage(s) were indexed from experimental group 
i.e. Google (28.95%), Yahoo (31.58%), Bing (28.58%), AOL (2.63%), and ASK (2.63%) 
compare to Google (31.58%), Yahoo (0.00%),Bing (0.00%), AOL (0.00%), and ASK 
(0.00%). The above presented results show that the 28.95% of dynamic webpage(s) are 
indexed from experimental group. On the other hand, 31.58% webpage(s) were indexed from 
control group which is more than experimental group. The difference is not such huge; so, it 
is hard to conclude that Google does not support/promote URL rewriting for making 
dynamic URLs search engine friendly. But, this figure reflects that Google really made good 
progress to index dynamic URLs as it used to claim [14]. I will perform statistical analysis to 
determine significance of results. Results are descriptively represented in Figure 6.7 for 
comparison purpose. 
 

 
 
Figure 6.7 Comparison of Friendly URLs between experimental and control group for  
                   website (recipe-planner.com). 
 

6.4.5. Normality Testing 
 
Before performing any statistical tests that assume normality of data, it is necessary to do 
normality test on the data [47] [48]. I performed normality test of data collected for both 
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websites. Generally data is of two kinds: parametric and non-parametric. Data is called 
parametric if it shows normal distribution of curve, otherwise data is called non-parametric 
[47] [48]. Wohlin et al. [43] discussed that if experimenter is not sure about nature of data 
then non parametric tests should be used because parametric tests are considered to be more 
powerful for than non-parametric tests. I performed Shapiro-Wilks Normality Test on data to 
determine nature of sample data. 
 

6.4.6. Shapiro-Wilks Normality Test 
 
This test is used to determine if sample data is normally distributed or not [49]. This test 
rejects the null hypothesis when the Probability (P) value of W is very small. The W is 
measure of the straightness of the normal probability plot. It is common belief among 
researcher that for small to medium data Shapiro-Wilks normality test is most reliable to 
verify data distribution [49] [50]. 
   I used stats-direct software tool to calculate Shapiro-Wilks test. I tested sample data for 
both websites using this tool. Results of Shapiro-Wilks normality test are presented in 
Appendix-B. 
 

6.4.7. Non-Parametric Test 
 
Shaprio-Wilks normality test results showed that data is not normally distributed for data 
collected for indexing and friendly URLs. As discussed to reject Null hypotheses (H01 and 
H02) I need to perform non-parametric tests. First of all I will perform testing for H01, to test 
if targeted search engines (Google, Yahoo, Bing, AOL, ASK) have any problem indexing 
dynamic websites. If H01 will be rejected, I will proceed to perform this test on data collected 
for friendly URLs experiment. Since I am studying effects of friendly URLs as treatment 
against control group, I chose to use Mann-Whitney Test which works best for both tests. 
 

6.4.8. Mann-Whitney Test 
 
This test is non-parametric test and used to compare two independent groups of sample data 
[51]. This non-parametric test is based on assumption that sample under consideration are 
drawn from same population so difference between average values will be zero or both 
sample have same median value[51] [52]. Results of Mann-Whitney test will be discussed in 
next section during hypotheses testing. Details Results of Mann-Whitney test are provided in 
Appendix-B.    
 
6.5 Hypotheses Testing  
 
I stated two Null hypotheses: 

H01: Dynamic websites do not require search engine optimization (SEO) since three 
major search engines are equipped to index them as it. 

H02: SEO techniques do not make significant difference in indexing dynamic 
websites on three major search engines. 

It is obvious from data (Table 6.1 and Table 6.3) presented in section 6.3 that none of the 
search engines are able to completely index any of two websites under experimentation. The 
application of Mann-Whitney test (non-parametric test) has also provided the evidence that 
results are significant because value of p is less than level of significance (0.05) for data 
summarized for indexed webpage(s) on both websites. So results are significant for both 
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websites and we can reject Null hypothesis H01 on the basis of results and evidence given in 
Appendix-B 
   Since we rejected Null hypothesis H01, I performed Mann-Whitney Test on data 
summarized for friendly URLs presented in Table 6.4 (Section 6.3.3) to test second Null 
hypothesis H02. In this test, I found that value of p is less than level of significance (0.05). 
So, results are significant that we can reject Null hypothesis H02 on the basis of results give 
in Appendix-B. 
   Based on statistical tests results, I rejected both Null hypotheses (H01 and H02) that would 
mean that search engines cannot index dynamic websites on their own and they require 
additional SEO techniques to help dynamic URLs index on search engines. 
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7 DISCUSSION 
 
 
Main purpose of this section is to share my experiences obtained from research, literature 
survey and empirical experiments. Based on my finding, I will answer research questions 
addressed in this study. I will also discuss lesson learned while performing this course of 
study.   
   E-commerce has drastically evolved in the past decade with changing consumer shopping 
behavior. As result of this trend, many businesses are emerging with e-commerce and e-
marketing. E-commerce is continually evolving with fundamental changes in technology. 
Since search engines are key source of locating reliable businesses, businesses appearing in 
top search results have substantially competitive advantage over those that don’t. E-
commerce websites are mostly dynamic in nature and contents change on daily basis, so such 
websites are harder to optimize. It is possible to promote a business by paying to search 
engines to appear in top search results. However, for businesses who want to appear in 
generic search result could endorse their websites by SEO techniques. Therefore SEO has 
become an essential part of web development process. There are many SEO companies 
around the globe and this number is continually increasing. I found this topic interesting 
because search engines are continually evolving with enhance indexing capabilities; and I 
wanted to study significance of SEO techniques for dynamic websites and behavior of major 
search engines on them. 
   Before starting literature review, I decided to perform preliminary research on dynamic 
websites. I read numerous online articles, forums and blogs about controversial topics about 
dynamic websites such as friendly URLs, URL depth, and URL parameters. It was obvious 
from my initial research that there are many misconceptions about indexing of dynamic 
websites. Moreover, there was not much information available about search engines other 
than Google. Therefore, I performed detailed literature survey on dynamic websites and SEO 
techniques that can improve their visibility in targeted search engines (Google, Yahoo and 
Bing). 

7.1 Literature Review 
 
In the following proceeding section, I will present answer of RQ1 based on the detailed 
literature survey that I carried out in my research work. Also I would discuss what I 
concluded from literature review. 
 
On-page SEO techniques: In SEO campaign, On-page SEO starts right from the birth of 
website almost carry out throughout the life the website. Most of elements On-page SEO 
improve ranking of website; however, some elements are important for indexing point of 
view. Title tag and Meta tags are extremely important elements of on-page SEO techniques 
for search engines as well as for users. As every search engines use contents of Title and 
Description Meta tag to display in search results which ultimately boost CTR of website. It is 
obvious that some search engines do not give such importance to Meta tags for ranking of 
website. However, these tags are almost equally important for indexing in all search engines. 
The important Meta tags include Robot Meta tag, description Meta tag and keyword Meta 
tag. Robot Meta tag use explicitly to direct search engines that which webpage(s) are 
required/not required indexing or following them. Expiry Meta tag is important for rapidly 
updating websites to refresh and get space in search engine indexes for fresh contents.  
Bread-crumb trail tool provides an additional text-based navigational way through internal 
webpage(s). It reduces chances of search engine to miss indexing of important webpage(s). 
   URL size and structure another important element of On-page SEO that need a good 
attention for indexing. Domain name of website should decide carefully according aim of 
website. Moreover, long and complicated URLs with a lot of parameters and special 
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characters are problematic for search engines. Every search engines recommends avoiding 
such URLs. Use of ALT tag makes images information understandable for search engines; 
moreover, it allows images of website searchable through search engine.  
Off-page SEO techniques: These techniques are thought as to implement for better ranking 
of website but some of them are important even for indexing point of view. Some of 
significant off-page SEO techniques include directory submission, anchor Text and external 
link building and creation of forums and blogs. These factors allow targeted website to get in 
eye of search engines from other sources i.e. directories and other linking websites. The 
creation of forums and blogs allow website’s users to add comments and to read blogs that 
ultimately increase traffic and keep website up-to-date. Additionally, these factors attract 
search engines to come back to target website for crawling and indexing freshly added 
content on webpage(s). 
Design considerations for friendly websites: Frames are used to facilitate site user for easy 
access to the contents of website; but search engines cannot follow frames contents. 
Therefore, they should be avoided or contents of frames should provided by alternative way 
i.e. <noframe> tag. Sometimes dynamic websites need to use forms to get input from user. 
But these are also troubling contents for search engine. Therefore, they should optimize too. 
JavaScript and Flash are used to make website attractive for user point of view. However, 
search engines completely avoid JavaScript to crawl; so it should be avoid or need to 
optimize them. Unnecessary use of Flash increase page size that is not appealing for user as 
well as for search engines. As both of these contents are not indexed by search engines 
therefore Flash contents should be avoided or optimized. 
Search engines essential files for SEO: Sitemap (XML site map) and robot.txt files are 
needed explicitly to search engines on target website. The XML Sitemap is accepted as a 
standard by major search engines (Google, Yahoo, Bing, Ask and AOL). It is provided with 
a list of important webpage(s) of website that cannot be discovered directly through website 
hierarchy. Robot.txt is explicitly used to direct search engines towards webpage(s) are 
needed/or not needed to be indexed /followed. It saves crawling time of search engine by 
stopping it to crawl or index unnecessary webpage(s).  
URL rewriting and redirecting: URL directing becomes important when contents of 
indexed website are likely moved new other location (domain and database). Redirecting 
provide direct search engine to new URL (location) without page not found error which not 
only loose traffic of website also it discourage search engine come back to website. 
Search engine (including Yahoo, Bing, AOL and Ask) recommend using simple and static 
URLs. Rewriting provide a way to cleanup complex dynamic URLs to simple friendly 
URLs. Google does not recommend rewriting of dynamic URLs to friendly URL. On the 
other hand, other search engines (Yahoo and Bing) prefer friendly and static URLs and 
recommend avoiding complex/dynamic URLs. If it is needed to optimize a dynamic website 
on search engines other than Google then comprise with dynamic URLs could be quite 
paying. Although Google does not recommend using URLs encoding on dynamic URLs, top 
search results of Google are mostly URLs containing search phrases or keywords in them. 
That clearly indicates Google’s crawler rate URLs containing search words in them better 
than dynamic looking URLs. 
Major search engine’s guidelines for SEO: Google, Yahoo and Bing provide some 
guidelines for helping out web developers for healthier indexing of websites. Nevertheless, 
they do not provide any hard and fast rules and instructions to support ranking. Still these 
guidelines assist a lot to optimize websites for better indexing. Search engines have almost 
same criteria for indexing. There is no such a strict contradiction among their indexing 
criteria 
Useful search engine’s tools for SEO campaign: Major search engines (including Google, 
Yahoo and Bing) provide tools for SEO campaign on their official websites. These tools are 
free of cost and very helpful for tracking indexing and ranking of websites on specific search 
engine. Moreover, some tools provide details if there is problem related to indexing or 
crawling of website(s). These tools comprise Google webmaster tool, Yahoo site explorer 
and Bing Webmaster tool provide facilities like submission of website, submission of 
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Sitemaps, manual submission of URLs of website, automatic Sitemap generation, removal of 
indexed webpage(s) and to track detail information that why any webpage(s) are not be 
indexed, on Google, Yahoo and Bing respectively. Google Analytics is one of most useful 
tool to track indexing and ranking of websites on Google. Moreover, YSlow for Firefox and 
Webrank Toolbar are Firefox add-on. The former helps to provide detail that why website is 
slow also assist how to accommodate and optimize size of webpage(s). The latter provide 
ranking and indexing details on several search engines.  
The answer of RQ1 can be summarized as: 
The current state of art of SEO for dynamic website can be reflected by increasingly number 
of dynamic website for business and their appearance in search engines. As, in early 2000’s 
search engine were not able to index most of website’s contents including frames, forms, 
images and dynamic websites. Today, the element of SEO i.e. On-page SEO techniques and 
Off-page SEO techniques are considered as heart of SEO for static as well as for dynamic 
websites. These SEO techniques made most contents of websites index-able by most of 
search engines. SEO techniques i.e. rewriting and redirecting have been highly adopted by 
website developers to overcome indexing problem of dynamic URLs.  
   Google, Yahoo and Bing are providing design and technical guidelines for web developers 
for optimizing dynamic website. Along with that search engines allow to use their tool to get 
insight of indexing related issues and problems. These tools are obliging for promoting SEO 
campaign for static as well as for dynamic websites. 

7.2 Empirical Study 
 
In the following proceeding section, I will present answer of RQ2 based on the results 
derived from experimental research I carried out on two sample websites.  
 
Search Engines and indexing dynamic websites: All search engines response differently 
towards dynamic websites. None of the targeted search engines was able to fully index the 
dynamic websites used in the experiments. I used two websites having different sizes and 
ages and none of them was fully indexed. It is interesting to notice that Google crawlers are 
more efficient than other search engines. If a dynamic website has a sitemap, and it is 
manually submitted to Google then it is very likely that significant number of webpage(s) 
will be indexed without performing any other SEO technique. Home page link building is 
also an efficient and supportive technique that helps webpage(s) indexed on Google. It is 
interesting to notice that Google does not have a fundamental problem indexing dynamic 
looking webpage(s).  
   Bing and Yahoo require SEO to index dynamic websites. Both search engines allow to 
feed dynamic URLs with parameters. However, manual URLs submission to Yahoo is not 
efficient at all because Yahoo does not guarantee indexing submitted URLs in Yahoo Site 
Explorer. Conversely, URL submission to Bing is very efficient not only because all 
submitted URLs are indexed in are timely manner, but URLs fed in Bing Webmaster Tool 
get indexed in Yahoo search engine as well. In addition to that, it provides search engine 
experiments and allows downloading website index and crawling related report. 
   It seems like a quick and easy way to index dynamic webpage(s) on two search engines 
without getting into hassle of lingering SEO techniques such as friendly URLs. It might be a 
good solution for small website but not for large website where numbers of webpage(s) are 
growing every day.  
   It is not possible to submit all new URLs to Bing on daily basis for two reasons. First, there 
is a limited monthly quota (50 URLs per month for Bing) of URLs submission in Bing and 
Yahoo. Second, website owner needs to manually submit URLs to search engine’s 
webmaster tool. Again for large websites containing thousands of webpage(s) it is much a 
hassle. This technique has minimal effectiveness. So, there is need to have SEO technique(s) 
which help dynamic webpage(s) index automatically without going through URL submission 
process. This is what I evaluated by writing friendly URLs for one website and results 
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showed that these webpage(s) were indexed on Google, Bing, and Yahoo without manual 
submission. 
 
Friendly URLs: As discussed earlier in literature review that Google claims it has no 
problem manipulating dynamic URLs. However, it is also observed in this study that Google 
index about 57% URLs with about equal number of dynamic and static looking URLs from 
the experimental and control group of website2. So, there is need to do addition SEO 
techniques to help index remaining webpage(s).  
   Friendly URLs have an advantage of dynamic looking URLs that encoded URLs are more 
likely to index in Google, Yahoo, and Bing without manually submitting URLs to search 
engines. So, friendly URLs should be preferred over dynamic looking URLs. 
 
Other Effective SEO Techniques: All SEO techniques, either specific to dynamic website 
or common to both static and dynamic website, have different impressions on search engines 
(Google, Yahoo, Bing, Ask, and AOL). However, some techniques improve results on all 
search engines such as sitemap submission and encoded URLs.  
    To keep scope of this thesis limited, I used a few SEO techniques that are helpful in 
indexing a dynamic website. I found that sitemap creation is one of few efficient techniques 
which are helpful for all search engines. When a dynamic website is created with friendly 
URLs and sitemap is submitted to search engines, I found significantly improved indexing 
results. This technique is effective for Google, Yahoo and Bing. Ask and AOL relies on 
sitemap as well to index a website. 
   All search engines consistently update their index databases to include add/remove URLs. 
So, a website that has web existence for some times is more likely to have it webpage(s) in 
index databases of search engines. As observed in this experimental research, result varied 
on all search engines during the wait period (about 30 days). In addition to these techniques, 
linking new URLs on indexed webpage(s), particularly home page, of a site also helps new 
webpage(s) to get indexed.  
   The experiments result reflects some facts that Ask Search prefers dynamic websites that 
do not have URLs written for them. Both Yahoo and Bing prefer friendly URLs over typical 
URLs with parameters. Although search engines crawlers are able to see dynamic pages of a 
website, none of the targeted search engines was able to fully index dynamic website without 
SEO techniques. The experiment results showed that number of dynamic webpage(s), with 
encoded URLs, indexed in Google (28.95%) is less than compared to Yahoo (31.58%) and 
Bing (28.95%), URL encoding is highly recommend not only because encoded webpage(s) 
are more likely to indexed in Bing and Yahoo but also because friendly URLs are more 
likely to appear in top results in Google.  
The answer of RQ2 can be summarized as: 
The current state of the art SEO is relatively straightforward process for static webpage(s); 
however, the process is much more complex for dynamic websites and requires SEO 
grounding before website development starts. The idea that search engines can only index 
webpage(s) that actually exist is not obsolete because all major search engines require 
suitable SEO techniques to index dynamic websites. Google crawlers are much more 
competent but not outstanding, in indexing dynamic webpage(s) than Yahoo, Bing, Ask and 
AOL. From experiment results, it is obvious that with appropriate SEO techniques it is 
possible to improve indexing of dynamic websites to a good extent on all major search 
engines. 
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8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
In conclusion, I will summarize the steps I went through during the research process. I will 
also address problem I ran into and lesson learned from this research work. In addition to 
that, I will discuss whether I was able to commence aims of this research work or not. 
Finally, I will summarize my overall findings and answer research questions. Further in 
future work, I will discuss future work that I would like to perform in the area of SEO for 
dynamic websites. 

8.1 Conclusion 
 
SEO is essential for websites to increase their visibility in search engines. On-page SEO 
techniques and Off-page SEO techniques are commonly used SEO techniques for websites. 
On-page SEO techniques help in optimizing website contents by making it 
accessible/understandable for search engines; because search engines can understand only 
certain formats of website contents. Whereas, Off-page SEO is nothing to do with website 
contents but it affects websites to get better ranking and improve crawlers’ visit ratio to the 
websites. There are many useful SEO tools available for webmasters such as for Google: 
Google Webmaster tools, Google Analytics, and Google Adword (paid advertisement); for 
Yahoo: Yahoo Site Explorer; for Bing: Bing Webmaster Tool. Among these tools Bing 
Webmaster tool and Google Analytics are most effective for SEO point of view. Among 
browser extensions (add-ons), YSlow is very useful tool which provides a simulated 
environment to view changes in a page along with page content information. Since different 
search engines work with different algorithms to index dynamic websites, search results are 
different in search engines.  
   Major search engines like (Google, Yahoo and Bing) claims that there is no problem to 
index/ rank static websites (if they are optimize); however, there are some conflicting facts 
about indexing of dynamic websites. Search engines are continually evolving with ability to 
index dynamic URLs (particularly Google), experimental research of this study explored to 
what extent search engines have progressed. To be specific, I aimed to study indexing 
behavior of Google. Yahoo, Bing, Ask and AOL. Results showed that none of targeted 
search engines are able to fully index dynamic websites. I applied some SEO techniques to 
help indexing dynamic webpage(s) and tried to determine to what extent dynamic websites 
can be optimizes. A technique like URL rewriting can help a dynamic website keep its URLs 
constant, so that changing product code and location does not affect URLs. Because in 
standard dynamic URL contain category and products code as part of the URL; if product is 
moved in the table it’s URL will also change. Moreover, dynamic webpage(s) with friendly 
URLs are more likely to index on search engines. Based on experiment results and analysis, I 
concluded that SEO techniques are essential to index dynamic websites. 
   The experimental results showed that URL encoding of dynamic webpage(s) improved 
indexing results by 31.58% and 28.95% for Yahoo and Bing respectively. These are 
significant figures to reflect the effectiveness of URL encoding URL/friendly URLs on these 
search engines. Conversely, Google result does not reflect such positive (though not 
negative) response towards friendly URLs. The URL encoding is highly recommend not 
only because URL encoded webpage(s) are more likely to indexed in Bing and Yahoo but 
also because friendly URLs are more likely to appear in top results in Google. 
   Since a properly indexed websites are an initial step towards better ranking to bring 
websites more visible in search engines, it is important to optimize a websites properly to 
increase credibility of a websites. It is possible to index dynamic webpage(s) on all search 
engines with favorable SEO techniques. Not one technique works on all search engines so it 
is necessary to deem individual consideration of all search engines. 
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8.2 Future work 
 
During the course of this research work, I found some interesting issues; which were not 
covered in this study due to time constraints and limited scope of this research work. 
   Webpage(s) from website bearing higher rank (credibility) are more likely to appear 
among top search results of a search engine. Main aim of SEO techniques is to improve 
overall visibility in search engines and help it obtain higher rank. However, the scope of my 
research was limited to explore SEO techniques that help to improve indexing of 
dynamically generated webpage(s). In most cases, ranking takes more than three months to 
show clear results of how successful the efforts are for improving website ranking. Due to 
time and scope constraints I was not able to perform any experiments on techniques that can 
help improve website ranking. So in future, I would like to perform a detailed study on 
techniques that can help achieve a real website acquire higher ranking. I would also like to 
explore that whether it is possible to achieve top/better ranking in Google, Yahoo and Bing 
at the same time by using some common SEO techniques. 
   Success of an online business directly depends on consumer’s shopping experience so 
websites administrator and writer want to keep track of buyer’s trends. I would also like to 
do research on optimization based on online trends and consumer behaviors.  
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APPENDIX-A  
 
PRETEST POSTTEST SCREENSHOTS  
 
The Appendix A is presented with Pretest results i.e. before applying SEO technique 
(Friendly URL) and Posttest results i.e. after applying SEO technique (Friendly URL) of 
website2 on Google, Yahoo, Bing, AOL and Ask search engines. 
 

 
Figure 5.1 Pretest on Yahoo: Sitemap submission with friendly URLs.  
 
The screenshot presented above is Pretest results i.e. before applying SEO technique 
(Friendly URL) of website2 on Yahoo search engine. 
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Figure 5.2 Posttest on Yahoo: Sitemap submission with friendly URLs.  
 

The screenshot presented above is Posttest results i.e. after applying SEO technique 
(Friendly URL) of website2 on Yahoo search engine. 
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Figure 5.3 Pretest on Bing: Sitemap submission with friendly URLs.  
 

The screenshot presented above is Pretest results i.e. before applying SEO technique 
(Friendly URL) of website2 on Bing search engine. 
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Figure 5.4 Posttest on Bing: Sitemap submission with friendly URLs.  
 

The screenshot presented above is Posttest results i.e. after applying SEO technique 
(Friendly URL) of website2 on Yahoo search engine. 
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Figure 5.5 Pretest on Google: Sitemap submission with friendly URLs.  
 

The screenshot presented above is Pretest results i.e. before applying SEO technique 
(Friendly URL) of website2 on Google search engine. 
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Figure 5.6 Posttest on Google: Sitemap submission with friendly URLs.  
 

The screenshot presented above is Posttest results i.e. after applying SEO technique 
(Friendly URL) of website2 on Google search engine. 
 

 
 
Figure 5.7 Pretest on Ask: Sitemap submission with friendly URLs.  
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The screenshot presented above is Pretest results i.e. before applying SEO technique 
(Friendly URL) of website2 on Ask search engine. 
 

 
Figure 5.8 Posttest on Ask: Sitemap submission with friendly URLs. 
 
The screenshot presented above is Posttest results i.e. after applying SEO technique 
(Friendly URL) of website2 on Ask search engine. 
 

 
 
Figure 5.9 Pretest on AOL: Sitemap submission with friendly URLs. 
 

The screenshot presented above is Pretest results i.e. before applying SEO technique 
(Friendly URL) of website2 on AOL search engine. 
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Figure 5.10 Posttest on AOL: Sitemap submission with friendly URLs. 
 

The screenshot presented above is Posttest results i.e. after applying SEO technique 
(Friendly URL) of website2 on AOL search engine. 
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APPENDIX-B 
 
SHAPIRO WILKS TESTS AND MANN-WHITNEY TESTS 
 
The appendix-B is presented with Shapiro Wilks Tests and Mann-Whitney Tests 
 
 
• Shapiro Wilks Test for indexing (recipe-planner.com) 
 
Shapiro-Wilk W test for non-normality 

 
 

Sample name: indexed 
Uncensored data = 5 
Censored data = 0 
Mean = 32 
Standard deviation = 24.289916 
Squares about mean = 2360 
 
W = 0.686078 
P = 0.0068 
 
Sample unlikely to be from a normal distribution 

 
 

Shapiro-Wilk W test for non-normality  
 
 

Sample name: not indexed 
Uncensored data = 5 
Censored data = 0 
Mean = 99 
Standard deviation = 24.289916 
Squares about mean = 2360 
 
W = 0.686078 
P = 0.0068 
 
Sample unlikely to be from a normal distribution 
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• Shapiro Wilks Test for indexing (wasfabththesis.com) 

 
 

Shapiro-Wilk W test for non-normality 
  
 

Sample name: Start up 
Uncensored data = 5 
Censored data = 0 
Mean = 0.2 
Standard deviation = 0.447214 
Squares about mean = 0.8 
 
W = 0.552182 
P = 0.0001 
 
Sample unlikely to be from a normal distribution 
 
 
Shapiro-Wilk W test for non-normality 
 

 
Sample name: After SEO 
Uncensored data = 5 
Censored data = 0 
Mean = 9.4 
Standard deviation = 2.50998 
Squares about mean = 25.2 
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• Shapiro Wilks Test for Friendly URLs 
 
 

Shapiro-Wilk W test for non-normality for Experimental Group 
 
 
Sample name: Experimental Group 
Uncensored data = 5 
Censored data = 0 
Mean = 7.2 
Standard deviation = 5.674504 
Squares about mean = 128.8 
 
W = 0.734227 
P = 0.0211 
 
Sample unlikely to be from a normal distribution 
 
 
Shapiro-Wilk W test for non-normality for Control Group  
 
 
Sample name: Control Group 
Uncensored data = 5 
Censored data = 0 
Mean = 2.4 
Standard deviation = 5.366563 
Squares about mean = 115.2 
 
W = 0.552182 
P = 0.0001 
 
Sample unlikely to be from a normal distribution 
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• Mann-Whitney U test 

   
Mann-Whitney U test for indexing recipe-planner.com  

 
 

Observations (x) in indexed = 5   median = 23   rank sum = 16 
Observations (y) in not indexed = 5   median = 108 
U = 1      U' = 24 
 
Exact probability: 
Lower side P = 0.0079  (H1: x tends to be less than y) 
Upper side P = 0.9921  (H1: x tends to be greater than y) 
Two sided P = 0.0159  (H1: x tends to be distributed differently to y) 
 
96.8% confidence interval for difference between medians or means: 
K = 3   median difference = -85 
CI = -95 to -30 

 
Mann-Whitney U test for Wasfabththesis.com 
 
 
Observations (x) in Startup = 5   median = 0   rank sum = 15 
Observations (y) in After SEO = 5   median = 10 
U = 0      U' = 25 
 
Exact probability (adjusted for ties): 
Lower side P = 0.004  (H1: x tends to be less than y) 
Upper side P = 0.996  (H1: x tends to be greater than y) 
Two sided P = 0.0079  (H1: x tends to be distributed differently to y) 
 
96.8% confidence interval for difference between medians or means: 
K = 3   median difference = -10 
CI = -13 to -7 
 
Friendly URLs for recipe-planner.com  

 
 

Observations (x) in Experimental Group = 5   median = 11   rank sum = 35.5 
Observations (y) in Control Group = 5   median = 0 
U = 20.5      U' = 4.5 
 
Exact probability (adjusted for ties): 
Lower side P = 0.0397  (H1: x tends to be less than y) 
Upper side P = 0.9603  (H1: x tends to be greater than y) 
Two sided P = 0.0794  (H1: x tends to be distributed differently to y) 
 
96.8% confidence interval for difference between medians or means: 
K = 3   median difference = 1 
CI = -1 to 12 
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